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LAW BREAKERS

Double Lynching in Wyoming
Innocent Man Killed by

the Mob

MILITIA CALLED OUT
Sheriff Enabled to Protect Mur
derers of Ben Minnick, Vic-

tim of a Range Fued.

CARNIVAL

OF RIOTOUS CRIME

at the Viceregal lodge may be given
up to a motor run to the Curragh, of
which place King Edward has very
pleasant memories In his early sol
diering days. But it will not be possible to make a stay there, as the Head
quarters' Hut barely suffices for the
chief. '
needs of the commander-i-
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prosecution of their wort.
o

Secretary Pierce' Trip.
WASHINGTON, D. C, July 20.
It is denied in official circles that the
trip of Third Assistant secretary of
State Pierce, who leaves today for
Russia, is for the purposeof presenting
the Kishineff petition to the czar. .Mr.
Pierce was formerly first secretary of
the United States embassy t St. Petersburg, and while it Is admitted that
he is eminently qualified to perform
even so delicate a diplomatic task as
the presentation of the
of petition, It le authoritatively stated
that the only object of his trip
abroad is to take a much needed
He will renew old acuaintances at St. Petersburg and incidentally
make an Inspection of some of the
United States legations in Europe.

CHEYENNE, Wyo., July 20. The
Basin light batery state troops, ordered out from the county seat of Big
Horn county, to assist Sheriff Fenton
In transferring Jim McCloud, charged
with the murder of Ben Minmich,
from Thermopolis to Basin, arirved at
Thermopolis at 7 o'clock this morn
Ing, after an all night ride. People
are leaving for their homes and it is
now believed that no attempt will be
made to intercept the sheriff while
taking McCloud to Basin. Quiet prevails at the Basin scene of double
lvnrhine of yesterday "morning. Peo
o
ple are preparing to bury Walters and
Milwaukee's Horse Show.
were
who
florman. the murderers
20. Every
MILWAUKEE,
July
lynched in Potter's field and the body
and every combinaevery
style,
gait
who
of the deputy county clerk, Price,
tion in which horses can be driven to
was accidentally killed by the mob,
every style of vehicle is provided for
for
burial.
will be sent away
In the official list of the annual Mil
The lynching yesterday morning re
waukee horse show which opened
sulted in the killing of two condemn
auspiciously this afternoon in the exed murderers and Deputy Sheriff C.
position building. The list of entran
E. Pierce,
ces from out of town is larger than
The murderers were Jim Gorman, ever before and taken altogether the
who killed his brother a year ago show promises to be stylish In every
and then ran oft with the brother's standard for such exhibitions In this
wife, and a man named Waters, who city.
killed a widow named Hoover at Thero
mopolis Hot Springs two years ago
Eastern Chen Tourney,
because she refused to marry him,
ONEIDA LAKE, N. V., July 20.
It was reported to Sheriff Fenton on
,
Leading chess experts of the middle
.Wednesday that a mob was coming and New England states are
gathered
to Basin for the purpose of lynching at Sylvan Beach for their
sheriff
took
Gorman and Walters. The
tournament, which was formally
the two men and a horse thief out of opened
today and will continue until
near
In
a gully
jail and Becreted them
Interest this year centers
Saturday.
the town under guard, an almost unin the competition to be
principally
for
the
precedented feat, and made
first time for the Isaac
for
the
held
'
mountains.
L. Rice silver trophy.
The trophy
A posse recaptured him, yesterday
shall become the property of the or'
morning about 50 miles from Basin.
whose
ganization
representatives
Last evening a mob of about thirty shall win It three times.
coun
to
the
unmasked men proceeded
O
ty Jail and fired a volley Into the
Made.
Beginning
prison.
Deputy Sheriff Pierce and
PHOENIX, Ariz., July 20. The first
Special Deputy Meade were guarding important step in the movement to sethe prisoners at the time. One bullet cure the building of the Tonto resgrazed Meade's shoulder and entered ervoir under the provisions of the
Pierce's heart killing him instantly. Newlars-HansborougIrrigation act
The mob then procured a telephone has been
The step con
cuIjVhJ..,
pole and battered the jail doors down sisted In executing liens to
Salt
and at once riddled Walters and Gor- River Water Users' association dh
man with bullets and left.
everyy acre of land to be irrigated.
About ix weeks ago as the result Each acre
up to the limit of 160 will
of a range feud In the vicinity of
one share of stock In the
represent
Thermopolis Sheepman Ben Minnick association, which in turn will con
Sheriff
was killed by cattlemen.
tract to pay back to the government
Fenton, It is claimed, has captured all within ten years the construction cost
the murderers, all prominent cattle- of the reservoir. The
subscription
men whose names are withheld on ac- books closed
The total
yesterday.
count of threats. It is claimed that
signed is 196,000, with some
acreage
the same mob that lynched Gorman contracts
yet to be received by mall,
and Walters have declared that the i ft fa nnnuuAil 4n riavalnn atoptrto
sheriff will never get out of the to- ftt
d
tbm furnIsnlng
The
entity alive with his prisoner
to
mean9
pump)ng
f(r
i n jum- snenn w.reu uw
by the Tonto reservoir,
Irlrgated
Ing for the use of the state militia at
n
Lander and also sent a telephone'
.io-- "
Winnepeg's
message to vooy. Basin ana ouier
20. Win- Man..
WINXEPEG
Wyoming tows asking for volunteers,
thlrtePntn Illd.. ,.r,rl expos!
!
to assist in upholding the law.
wU1 con
onened De.. WfV
o
tliiuo through tl, wet:.-- . T':o general
Dublin's Welcome Ready.
elections that are being held today
DUBLIN, July 20. Despite the refu - throughout the province militated
al of the Municipal Corporation to somewhat against the attendance at
prepare an address of welcome to j the opening, but it is expected that
King Edward, the latter is assured of 'this will be more than compensated
warm welcome when he reaches for by the usually large crowd through
The city Is over- - j the rest of the week. In many
Dublin tomorrow.
with visitors, Including a con- - pects the exposition eclipses all pre
ferable number of American tour4vlous affairs of the kind ever held
ists. The leading streets are decorated here. The display of agricultural and
as seldom before in recent years, in j dairy proudcts being particularly lafge
In- fact, the entire city presents a holl- - and representatives of the farming
or
AianitoDa.
seats
Window
day appearance.
near(dustry
'
0
the point where his majesty will make j
Electric Hits Wagon.
his official entry Into the city are be- KANSAS CITY, Mo., July 20. An
log rented for large sums as It is un- 'Jerstood the same quaint and inter- - east bound electric car on the elec
sting ceremonies will be observed as trie park line, while running at a high
on the occasion of the last visit of rate of speed, collided with a wagon
filled with people at Gulnette and
Queen Victoria.
As
not
has
Michigan avenues this morning.
official
full
The
program
yet been announced, but from what ft result six persons were Injured. The
can be learned, it appears to be un- - wagon was .struck almost squarely.
likely that their majesties will travel The occupants wer thrown on both
much In Ireland, as the yacht will sides of the track and the vehicle
It is be- taVft them on to Cork, and afterward was completely wrecked.
to Belfast. One of the days spent lleved none are seriously Injured,
much-talke-
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EVENING, JULY 20, 1903.

NEW MEXICO, MONDAY,
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NO. 217.
the new
He knew that although
Italy was founded upon power taken
from the church the latter was eternal and could not be crushed through

Dl

THE

ON

End of Gallant Struggle for Life of Leo XIII Comes
Quietly as a Breath of Evening.

SECH

OF LIFE OF OIIE OF

IE

GREATEST OF

Members of Sacred College and Diplomats at the Bedside.
Excitement In Rome. Little Elsewhere.

the pope must become surrounded by
the sacred college, the pontifical
court and the dipiomast accredited to
the Vatican at the end, Just at the
moment a large party of American
tourists unaware of the critical condition of the pontiff ascended
the
grand staircase talking and laughing.
They were approached by a gendarme
who said: "Please do not make any
noise as the Holy father Is dying."
This produced great emotion among
the tourists and they imedlately re'
tired,

ROME, July 20, 4:40 p. m.
The pope died at 4:04 o'clock this
His last moments
afternoon.
were comparatively peaceful and
They were proceeded
painless.
of insensibility.
by a period
Around his bedside at the final
moment were many cardinals,
relatives and members of the pa-pal court. Before lapsing into unconsciousness1 the dying pontiff
feebly moved his lips, his last arin
used
ticulate words being those
bestowing the benediction. Oradually the shadow of death spread
over the pontiff, bla extremities
became cold, his features assumed
the fixed rigidity of death and Dr.
Lapponi noted his last fluttering
heart beats, which gradually be- came slower and slower until they
finally stopped.
The news of the pope's death
spread rapidly throughout Rome
and causej a most profound sen- Button.
The whole city is la

-

No Interest In Gay Paris.
PARIS, July 20. The deajh of the
pope did not cause any excitement in
Paris where it had been expected almost hourly for so long a time that
Parisians appeared to have lost all interest in the event. The subject of
the pontiff's passing away is hardly
mentioned or discussed in Boulevard
cafes, all of which are crowded. t
.

ffl
Great

ergetlc reforms and practical administration won him much favor.
The Umbrlans begged that he might
be appointed governor bishop of Per
ugia, and, although this was no proit, feeling
motion, Peocl accepted
that bo there found an oportunlty for
good work and expecting, as he had a
right, recognition of his brilliant services.
Pope Gregory has his name first on
the list for cardinals, but before his
kindly Intention could be executed he
died and Pius IV, who had little ad
miration for Peccl, took the papal
chair.

Thirty Years Forgotten.
thirty years Pecci was left
bishopric. True, he was. In
course of time created cardinal, but
he was not summoned to the papal
conferences.
He devoted himself to
the Interests of Perugia. When, in the
revolution of 1848, the pope fled from
Rome Peccl remained at his post, and,
though shorn of his temporal power,
continued to exercise nis function as
,
,
bishop.
When Cardinal Antonelll, the pre
mier of Plus IX., mod, 'Peccl waa
summoned to Rome and, made minister
of finance.
In 1878 he knelt at the
bedside of the dying pope. Ten days
later, on February 21, the conclave
assembled which waa to elect a suc
cessor to the dead pontiff. Such ocSo for
with his

Program Tomorrow.
ROME, July 20., 6:15 p. m. The
mourning.
official identification of the pontiff's
body will occur tomorrow mornjng In
the presence of the member of the
ROME, July 20. The pope died at sacred college. "Cardinal '
Oregelia,
4:04 p. m.
dean of the sacred college will nomo
inate a secretary of the consistory to
p. m. Pope
RnME. July 20.-- 4:50
the' late Manager Volponl,
Succeed
about
had another brief lucid Interval
Manager
Qaspari is mentioned as the
word
muttered
few
3 o'clock and
casions are of peculiar solemnity.
of the consistory.
secretary
to those present.
Each cardinal la escorted to his cell
In Europe.
and required to fast In solitude all
Newt
The
The
m
20.-- 2:45
p.
ROME, July
received the first night In the morning the conclave
LONDON,
Europe
doctors
what
Into
entered
has
pope
the meets. The camerllngo, accompanied
believe to be his last agony. Death news of the pope's death through
rattle is audable to those watting dispatch to Reuters agency from the by the senior cardinal of each order,
associated press office in New York, bishop, priest and deacon, proceeds to
outside the sick room.
at half past six this evening with the the entrance of the conclave. All enThe Last Moments.
exception of Haven's agency In Pa- trances save one are walled up. To
p. m. Dr ris, no other European agency had that the marshal holds the keys. The
ROME. July 20.-- 3:30
ballots showed forty-fou- r
out of
Manonl on leaving the sick chamber the news of the event.
two
In favor of the minister of fa few moments ago said the present
Manager Fenton, the vicar general,
iudictions pointed to the pope's immediately dispatched to each dio- inancethe late faithful bishop of
death withiu tTo hours.
cese a circular notifying the clergy of Perugia.
nc tho event of which
4:30 p. m. At 4 o'i!c:!;-,!- "
they had already The moment the result oftheelection
V been
was certain Cardinal Francl, the do- hurl Inst nil rnnBflmiBnPKft
ifttaaned.. through the
Scaled ortapntitor, t once threw him
'
Solemn
reqnlem
and directing that
ROME, July 20. 9:35. The follow-In- moss be celebrated In memory of Leo self on bis knees before the earner
lingo, proclaiming him pope, and ask
bulletin has Just been issued: XIII.
was
Ing his blessing. His example
"During the night the holy father
followed by the whole colloge and
rested only a short time. General
years
Pope Leo XIII, was sixty-livwas thus, practically
condition remains grave. Pulse 94; In the service of the church. His Cardinal Peccl
'
elected
36.2.
speaking,
by acclamation.
32;
temperature,
respiration,
life has been one of singular earnest HI
election was considered a distinct
(Signed)
ness. Dorn March 2, 1810, at the
for the moderate party of
"Lapponi,
mountain town of Carplneto, in the triumph
the church. He chose the appellation
"Mazzonl."
Volclan range, he developed at a very
of Leo XIII., and without delay as
from the
At 12:35. Information
early age an appetite for letters. His sumed all the
obligations of bis ofVatican that it is feared the pope's family had for years been dialing
fice, bringing to his task a practical
All
last moments are approaching.
ulshed for its devotion to the church
cardinals have been sumomned to the and his elder brother, Joseph Peed, acquaintance with political economy,
modern times and tendencies, and the
Vatican.
entered upon a life of sacrifice and
of tho age.
But Bloacchino was en conspicuous struggles
devotion.
tho
took
March
coronation
1878,
3,
leavAfterwards.
on
amored with knowledge and
ROME, July 20, 6:45 p. m. A large ing the Jesuit college at Vltero, was place at the Slstlne chapel. The new
crowd has gathered about the Vatican, given the first prize tor the best Lat pope was thoroughly conversant with
but perfect order prevails there and In hexameter versos to be written In the grave situation with which ho as
elsewhere In Rome. The pope's death six hours after the theme was furn head of the church had to deal. He
had watched for thirty years past the
agony was short and was terminated lshcL
formative Influences which afterward
of
a
the
enter
After
ranks
to
the,
He elected
by a paroxylsm of choking."
secular priesthood and was sent to led to the revolution of the Italian
short Interval Cardinal Serafino
states and the cropping of the
Intoned requiem mass amidst the Collegia Humana at Rome, where
church's power. He knew better per
the weeping of those present. Then be studied philosophy, science, canon
haps than did his predecessor that
finished
had
be
When
law.
civil
before
and
all kissed Pope Leo's hand
tho union was to cotno, and when the
service
be
the
courses
these
entered
chamber.
the
leaving
and
of the holy see and was sent to tho great mantle of tho Innocents
Borglas and Gregorys fell upon his
destinnoble
for
ecclesiastics,
college
At
m.
20.
1:05
p.
ROME, July
Here frail shoulders he took up the task
11:10 there was great alarm at the ed for the noiitlflcal service.
24 be received the do with a stout heart and a remarkable
vatlcan as the pope was suffering at the age of
of canonical and civil Insight Into Ihe feeling which was be
of
doctor
T)r. gree
from great cardiac affection.
VI.
appointed hind the new Italy,
Lapponi really thought that the end law. Pope Gregory
He knew, too, that though shorn of
Benevento
to
him
governor delegate
had arrived and Cardinal Snrflno Van
nun- his temporal power and virtually a
him
as
sent
and
later
threo
beyears
the
Nutelll.
grand penitentiary,
BclKlum.
During his three prisoner within the walls of tho Vatigan the prayers for dying and gave cio to
was still the head of a church
the Pontiff absolution In artlculo mor- years' service ho visited Paris and can, be
more than 250,000,000
numbering
took
ImLondon
and
many
opportunities
so
tis. His death was considered
of Italy, and that the
minent that all the cardinals were for observing governmental operations souls In and out
Catholic beat as
true
of
heart
was
He
then
every
di
appointed
and
policy.
present and the members of the
and loyally for Rome as In the days of the
to
Spoleto
governor
delegate
to
the
admitted
were
corps
plomatic
sick
as, according to tradition, archbishop to Delmatla where bla en church's greatest power.
sixty--

paps

g

e

.

room,

A

force of arma.
With infinite tact he guided the
course of the church in it relations
Defeat
with the nations of the earth ever Venezuela
standing for justice and peace and
Revolutionists in Series of
moderation. While strictly adhering
to the ancient policy of the church
Despertte Eitths.
he has managed in his encyclicals to
inform the world that he is aware of
the constantly changing views upon
Important questions, and that the
CARRIED
church, while not changing front upon
those questions, was ready to make
allowances for those changes. His
upon these Oovernnient Fleet Shells Build
questions to visitors
points have been astonishing in
ings Occupied by the Enemy
their keennes for one popularity supDetermined Kesistance.
posed to be a recluse.
Hit Family.
Joachim Vincent Peccl came of a
HUNDREDS OF DEAD IN STREETS
strong family, Countea Peccl, his
mother, being a descendant of the
celebrated Cola dl Rlenzi, the last of
SOLEDAD, Venezuela, Sunday, July,
the Roman tribunes. He was, more 19. At 5 o'clock this morning an enover, in spite of his precocity as a gagement hetween the government
student, a sportsman and athlete dur- forces and revolutionists occupying
ing his younger days, adding thereby Soledad Bolivar began In two direca supply or reserve strength to a tions. The revolutionists opened the
naturally robust constitution.
battle. At 6 o'clock this morning the
When Cardinal Peccl was elected smoke was ao thick in Ctudad river
to succeed Pius IX. the world regard that It was Impossible to tee the
ed the papacy as a historic monument city. At 7 o'clock the government
rather than an actual factor in mod troops after a terible light, In which
em life. The temporal power of the they lost more than 100 men, capturn
pope had been lost. Italy had become ed Cemetery. At 8 o'clock the
a united nation and embraced Rome
fleet, consisting of Ave men ot
in its sway. The traditions and am- war, Bhelled the government building
bitions of the church had received a at Cludad Bolivar, At 10 o'clock the
blow from which it did not know revolutionists' Bag had disappeared
how to rally. The lesser minds of the from the government building.
At
church could think only of regaining 11 o'clock this morning the street!
the old prestige by intrigue and politi- about the building were captured by,
cal diplomacy.
government forees and a charge of all
Leo bided his time, looked well to government soldiers In the city waa
the interests of the church itself, re ordered. The wounded were then bemoved Inefficiency from office, en- - ginning to arrive at headquarter!
couraged learning In every way, but from all directions and the Sght waa
kept aloof front political connections, j general; but the movement could not
Finally Bismarck waa compelled to be followed from here In consequence
seek the pope's aid and advice; other of smoke caused by the Are of the af.
powers followed his example. A great tlllery of the revolutionists, who
'
future as a political force seemed seemed formidable. It wae answered
opening before him and the older vigorously by the government gun
order gathered hope for temporal ' and only a few ihota reached the fleet
'
sovereignty again .
(At 2 o'clock In the afternoon th'8
block houses opposite the government
The Rtal Kingdom.
But the pope's greatness withstood building were captured by atom KSt

tlsrensest

i

Confederate Rosters.
ATLANTA, Ga., July 20. The officers designated by the governors of
with
southern states to
General Ains worth, chief of record
and pension office, in securing complete rosters of officers and enlisted
men in the Union and Confederate
armies In the Civil war began a con
ference here today to agree upon a
uniform (plan of procedure in the

reg,8

VEGAS,

AELY :0F!iS3

OUTPOSTS

Vene-suela-

'

J

!

tempting openings of this sort,. The j revolutionists seemed to be resistmj
kingdom of which he dreamed wae a j desperately. ; The spectacle ' in th
kingdom ot humanity, a g way over streets ot Cludad Bolivar when the
mMt
hasrt rand.
..atmaa-- tinftlra
tile Jumem.
kind in all nations. Hie vision went Ing. There were over Wo dead rev
out over all the world. He put him-- , lutlonlsts In the streets end wounded
.air in tAnrh with averv neonle. Oradu-- : innumerable.
ally.'aB he felt himself master of the
facts anJ principles, he began the is
FIRE IN ALASKA.
suance of his noteworthy encyclicals.
Most ot them dealt with matters con
"
TERRITORY
nected with the supposed interests of THE WORST THE
HAS EVER KNOWN THREE
tho working class. "Liberty," "Cap-LIVES LOST.
ltal and labor." His letters to the!
. .
English people and to America are
among the most Important of these. Cook yvho Threw Oil on the Kitchen
The Impression made by these letters
p)0orF causing the Fire, Held for
has been profound upon All classes
Manslaughter.
of people. In them has been clear- cut recognition of republican prlncl-- .
SEATTLE, July 20i A Times extra
pies, a genuine Interest In the workTno QMea 0ate note, at
ay.
Ing man, with an equally earnest
Nome wag completely burned July
fort to direct the modern movements JUl Tne vIctIm
e. Robert H
of the people into safe lines.
minina!r nUO contractor of
In America.
Pittsburg; Mrs. Hayes and Sherman
m In America the position of the pope D. Gregg of Freeport, Fa. T. R. Burr,,
hag spemiT"to inRli""Clnerirdt!yet cook, was held by the eorooers jury
but when the strength ot the tradi- for manslaughter.' He"?EreVja tin ot
tions with which ho has been surround- coaloll on the" kitchen floor at 2 a.
ed Is considered it Is remarkable m. An explosion followed and the
that be should have been as progres- building was almost Immediately in
sive as he was. Ills recognition of the flames. The guests escaped from the
French republic alienated large num- crowded hotel in their night clothes.
bers of the Frency clergy, and the Many small buildings adjacent were
solicitude with which he has watched burned. The recorder's office and
the growth of that republic and our postoffice took Are and were saved
own reveals the sincerity of his In- with difficulty.
The property loss
was about one hundred thousand dolterest in the people.
In bis letters he speaks not as an lars. It was the worst fire ever known
Infallible authority of the church, but in Alaska.
ae the father and friend of all the
To Protect the Royal Train.
people, and as such his words carry
weight without as well as within the
LONDON, July 20. Not in the hischurch. Even those who differ from tory of the Great Western railway
his conclusions most widely must re- have greater precautions ever been
spect and admire the fearless,, prac- observed to protect the royal train
tical grip with which he has taken than those which bad been perfected l
bold of the actual social problem of when King Edward and Queen Alexbis day.
andra departed for . Ireland "today.
His Work.
The preparations for the trip had been
It was largely due to the efforts of In hand for weeks and the train had
Leo XIII. that the revival of the slave already run every foot of the route
trade In Africa during the last decade and every particle of the apparatus of
of the last century was nipped In the the train and the track bad ben subjected to the most careful Inspection.
this accession the pope was re- SlaJJonmasters, operators and track
garded almost as an alien and enemy Inspectors at every station along the
by the Italians, who feared that he route, no matter how small, were immight attack their cherished unity peratively required to be on duty halt
and liberty. On the removal of tho an hour before the royal train wax
body of Plus IX. In 1881 a band of due, to examine personally as to the
radicals made such disgraceful demon signals and switches, and. to see that
strations that the new pontiff decided all was In proper working order. Tit
to remain within the Vatican as the pilot engine ran a quarter of an how
only spot of ground In which he could ahead of the royal train, and after
be free from any outer law or possible Its passage all tracks were kept al3H
- .
(Continued on Page Eight.)
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oequitosa, the suuner boarders say
Oat the bast is at bad aa aver.

V7ATERM ELOfJS

A novely in the continual additions to the many churches of Brooklyn is planned by the church ot the
Transfiguration, which will erect a
memorial of tbe late Bishop Little-JohAn effort will be made to have
the church exactly similar to the one
which Shakesat Stratfordon-Avon- ,
peare attended. The pastor ot the
church of the Transfiguration is now
enroute to England and will spend
some time at Stratford endeavoring to
secure the desired plans for the new
structure.

the most Interesting eights
city is to be observed In CenPound.
tre street in the basement windows
of a building opposite the Tombs,
where a number of young girls are
hours dally
GRAAF & HAYWARD, employed forleafseveral
for the market. This
placing gold
GROCERS
delicate work Is done almost with
BUTCHERS and BAKERS.
the breath. In no other way is it
possible to handle tbe material. The
long, shapeless leaves of gold are first
METROPOLITAN NEWS.
lifted from a pile, on a thin stick, and
then flattened out on a board with
NO DANGER Or RACE SUICIDE IN
the breath. The leaf is cut into a perNEW YORK. WHO WILL BE
fect square with a knife, then lifted
NEXT MAYOR OF NEW YORK.
again by the stick, laid between the
leaves of the . book in which it is
HoplM Attempts to Fight Moaqul sola aud again flattened with the
breath. The work is done with marto In th Marthas Near tha
velous rapidity and the skill of the
Qraat City.
girls who do it is a source of never
NEW YORK, Jul 20. This la the ending wonder and admiration to the
season ot the year when sot only the crowds who watch them from the
streets and stores seem empty, but street
when the hotels as well have a deaert-- J
Hundreds of children are besieging
appearance. There are always va-cant seats In the lobbies of the smart the officers of the board of health dai
hotels during July and August, while ly to obtain permits to work during
at other times It is difficult to find the summor. This Is tbe last vacation
an empty chair. Hotel proprietors period that young children will be
say, however, that business la remark- permitted to toll, as the amendment
of tbe Children Labor Law, which
ably good for the season.
was passed last winter, goes into ef
The vital statistics for the first half fect October 1, snd after that date
ot the year have just beon published children under 14 cannot work during
and a glimpse at the figures shows vacation.
that there Is no danger of race sul
Tbe warm nights have brought out
clde in New York. On the contrary, a
marked increase is shown in the birth- hatless automobile parties. In Fifth
rate. The births reported numbered avenue and lQbadwar the automobil-ist- s
are out in force no matter bow
41,400, aaglast 40,392 for the first half
of last year, iThls Increase was due high the mercury is, for even if there
in part, to the more careful reporting Is no breeze the automoblllst can creof births. The number of births for ate one by. running his machine fast.
the year will possibly number between Tbe fashion of going hatless Is as
The death rate fashionable here as at Newport and
7,000 and 100,000,
for the first sis months of 1902 was often the men go the women one better by shedding their coats.
19.64 per 1000.
i

l

In this

2Jc per

tm

First National bank, lJjuu
OF LAS VEGAS, N. M.
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E

n

Commission men here say that from
all reports tho, have received the
outlook for the plentiful aud cheap
watermelons in this section is very
favorable when the supply become
plentiful the fruit is not handled by
the commission men, tbe same aa
ifornla shipments, but is sold at
aucuoa on tne picri. wncn tncro is
a ruh the Pennsylvania railroad
which has an auction place of its own,
in the yards, will not bother to ferry
the fruit across the river.
Fighting mosquitoes which, by the
way, are plentiful In this section la
Ulicouraglng business according to the
men who nre experimenting In the
marsh lands behind Coney Island and
Sbeepihead Bay. Almost all of tbe
125,000 fund started by William C.
.Whitney has now ben expended and
although the farmers and farm hands
declare that they have already noticed
a big difference In the number of

at

'look a. aa.

Ofcafoi aHymmtlmmt.
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E. G. MURPHEY,

Cashier
HALLETT RAYNOLDS, Ass't Cashier
GENERAL

A

D. RAYNOLDS,

Druggist

BAD BESS TRMSACTED,
INTEREST PAID

ISSUE

AND F0RE1GN

DOMESTIC

and

iCOHPAUY

--

TIME DEPOSITS

OX

Bookseller.

EXCHANGE

Crockett Block
Love's Triumph,
Mr. McMillions of Butter Trust tame
Wished for his daughter a nobleman's
name.
He therefore imported from Europe a
gang
Of noblemen, of the most simon-pur"sang."

LAND 8CRIP.
land scrip
tbe use of
title can be obtained to government
land without cultivation or residence
thereon. AH you need to do Is to give
description and show the land to be
of the proper kind; we do the rest By
reason of the exhaustion ot the supply
which has been quite limited the price
i
The first was addicted to horse racing la advancing. We have a small amount
yet on hand to sell, that is fully guarabets,
And suitably burdened with undis- nteed. We also deal in real estate,
loans and Investments.
charged debts.
HUGO SEABURG,
His beautiful manners aroused quite a
Springer, N. M.
stir.
But (heavens!) his title was nothing
but "sir!"
By

Sash, Doors, Builders' Hardware
o,
PaM, Varnishes, Enamels,
ElataHie Hoofing, Tar, Felt,

Omm Omy mm

I.
.

EOTI El A TEG FURNISHED.
COAL AND WOOD.
PHONE

86.

IAS

Mm Mm

..

. CAFE AND RESTAURANT

D.

F. PORSYTHE k CO., Props,
--

Cuitlne and Service
best to be had
Sole A (rents for Green Blrer.Old Crow,
ouirewoou ana niiurwuuu nye
Whiskies.
Kansas City Steaks,
Fish and Oysters in Season
Cold Bottles Pomery Sec '
Mumm's Extra Dry.
Cor. Railroad Avcsue and Center Street

... AND

He, too, was involved in a fearful
amount,
But, nevertheless, he wag only a

MOST EXCELLENT
IN THE

"count!"

IS

SERVICE

MMdWitiittta1iia

CITY

FOUND

The third was by far, the sedatest of
beaux,
With commonplace thoughts and a
wart on bla nose,
His habits and morals deserved no rebukes
He hadn't a debt and his title was

DnioD

5 ubuoioub

AT

77

-- i-

.
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IORTrAjSTXt 2dLla

(Incorporated 1848.)
The only insurance company operating under a state law ol
providing for extended insutance in case of lapse after three years. Haa

... CENTER STREET.

Mi LdsVe$dsIelep!(o.

given better results in settlement with living policy holders for premiums
paid than any other company.
Death claims paid with the utmost promptness and dispatch. Write
any form of policy that may be wanted, and every policy contains the mos
liberal terms and best advantages.

LINCOLN AVCNUC.
Electric Door Bells, Annunciators,
Burtrlsr Alarms, and Private Telephones at Keasonable Units.
EXCHANGE RATES
Ottici: aw dpt Annum
ttiainitNcs: IIS ner Annum

IP YOU ARC TO MEET ANY
FRIENDS AT THE DEPOT

V.

lA

G. II. ADAMS, Manager,
New Mexico Arizona and Northwest Texas,
PHOENIX, ARIZONA

trcoAa, ft. m

I

y

I

E .osenwald & Son,

2

f

"PLAZA."

Our
as

-

-

I

r (md

-

Covers the Country

The popularity of tlie
Cremo Cigar has spread from
man to man; from town to town;
from state to state until it is

,

mmm

Mutiiii

Dread and Pastrlas

S

A. DuvaLTs

"duke!"

known and favored
everywhere.

VEGAS,

Kit.

UEADQl)ARTERS..

DINING ROOM

bric-a-bra- c

Chaffin & Duncan,

Building Papersm

M0STACOMMODIOl)SS

a spree,

LyCtcrjIO

Jaa-a-La-

THE

The second was fragile and Frenchy
and wee.
And looked like a
doll on

Las Vega

Sixih Street, Between Grind and R, R. Avenues

Wall Paper, Sherwkt.VfU'.lams'

e

There is a great rush for the cltlxon- ahlp papers and it Is likely to continue throughout the month, since those
who do not get their final papers by
Augutit 4 eaunot vote at the November

freely embarked or alighted. To minim I te such mishaps an Inventor has
'
submitted to the Interborough compamirror device whoreby tbe
ny
may without turning his head
see what Is going , on . behind him
and so not be wholly governed by the
conductor's bell in starting and stopping.

A

Vice-Preside-

C24.7

be-tn-

Bridge
Street.

aNbsMMftfMfwaiMiavfsrNat.
ouhumt in the "

P. F. NOLAN

A large proportion of the damage
suits brought against the street railg
flr duo to the car
way C?!spanl
started before tbe passenger has

can yet perfect brad, too tttsoae

OccJ Ecicto czd tovcztzzczl Go

JEFFERSON RAYNOLDS, President
A. E SMITH,

i

largely predominate.

y

J0III1 YORK'S

MR E

CROCKETT BUILDING. SIXTH STREET- -

So Mr. McMillions of 'Butter Trust
TAKCJMEM TO
fame
DUVALL'S...
Observed to the duke "You may marNEW STYLE OF HEADLIGHT.
FOR A
dame.
the
ry
Mayoralty candidates still continue From
the Baltimore Bun.
Though paying your debts is afad you
0000 DINNER.
to crop up, but one whose name at
A recent Improvement
In railroad
affect,
Is
tracts more than passing attention
locomotive headlights la to send k You still are as duky as one could
unrcme warn or
ngnr vertically from the loexpect"
court. If Mr. Low refuses to run again
comotive aa well aa straight ahead. So the duke got the dame and, moreIs
nor
that
is
it
thought
Judge day
Tbe column of light rising from the
over, her "dough,"
the man who could make the strongest
locomotive can be seen from a great And turned out to be her partlcplar
CENTER STREET
fight against the Tammany candidate distance
even though a hill should
beau.
1 ..FIRST CLASS WORKMEN
This is the first instance where a
intervene to bide the ordinary head- His home was in Butte and Ollhooly
5
prominent republican has announced,
H
0. L. OREOOIY, Pna.
and dull the sound of the whishis name,
even conditionally, for a democrat for light
tle.
The soarchllgbt effect used The drinks were on him of the Butter
the bead of the ticket, for Judge Gay aboard
Trust fame.
ships is thus to some extent
Bor haa the support of
utilized. An approaching locomotive
Harvard Lampoon.
Governor Woodruff, if he should run,
with this device always signals its
Whslasala au a Retail Dealer in
As the fusion victory depends largeThe farmers of Bellefontaine, O.,
coming with a "pillar of fire" by light
ot
or
AKD FEED
winning
ly upon the detaining
HAY,
producing an Impressive as woll as have raised $300 for a reward for the
the independent democratic vote, it Is useful
capture of a wild man who has recent- Security Stock and Poultry Food
light.
yalpablo that the placing of a demly appoared In their town. It usual416 Grand Avenue.
ocrat at the head ot the ticket
Darn the Fly! Buy your killers at ly costs more than $300 to tamo an
sucot
Ve
excellent
Phoiw
Colorado Phone 325
would give
promises
145.
gas
7117. Ohio wild man.
Ochrlngs' Hardware Store.
cess.,'

Ian

warn weather when

aakes and pastry delivered fresh every day from

THE--

One of

just in ..";

17.

" '

Clearing Sale

Semi-Annu- al

was a big success. - We gave the public
. exactly what we promised, did what we
said we would, and thank you for the
very liberal patronage given us.

i
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QTIIL UUGOLD
VJill bo dicpoccd of ct very LOVJ PRICED.
Fon Onfordo,

Loiv Shcoo
end Fcnozr Qltyporc,

wo are hcadquarteratho best end
most complete
lino over displayed,
ahown In our Shoo Department,
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QIVEUOA CALL
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ky

The Largest Selling
Brand of Cigars
la the World.

New Linejof Kid Gloves

FOR EARLY FALL TRADE,

Just Received

1

I
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Kirke takes his place in the El Paso

TRACK AND TRAIN

1

Engineer Selover is sick.
Engineer Wolf is resting np.

fireman

Evans is on

the

sick list.

A mile and a half of track was laid
Thursday on the Santa Fe Central
Fireman Banning has reported for railway, and Friday the gap between
Kennedy and Torrance was closed,
'
duty.
.
machine
when the Harris track-layinFireman Groh is marked up for a was brough to Santa Fe to close the
gap between Santa Fe and Kennedy.
aaj-otOn Saturday daily train service was
Fireman Tighe is rusticating for a begun between Torrance and Kenne"Fireman Bunnell is taking a

lay-of-

g

f.

dy.

"brief season.

Engineer Langston is enjoying

a

a

Experience is a dear teacher, as those who pin their
faith to Mercury fluid out sooner or later. This powerful poison combined with Potash, is the treatment gen-

of

Financier A. Stewart Appleton
Fireman Nets en, a new one, after
three weeks of strenuous toll is sub- Wall street and London, who is authority on international Investment
ject to the doctor's orders.
properties, made the statement to a
Engineer Caldwell has hied him to coterie of railroad men In Chicago
the hills, better for what ails him that influences in London and New
York are at work to transfer B. F.
than taking doctors' pills.
Yoakum from the presidency of the
Firemen Keatley, Tingley and Mor- 'Fiasco railroad system to a posiris have yielded to the pressure and tion of greater executive importance
their requisitions for a brief lay off covering all the 'Frisco, Pere Marquette, Eastern Illinois and Rock Islave been honored.
land Interests, and that Passenger
Plenty of good water has been dis- Traffic Manager Bryan Snyder, of the
covered at a depth of 200 feet in the Frisco system, is to be made
and general manager.
company well drilled at Mountainair,
on the Santa Fe cut-ofThe track laying gangs on the Sanwith
troubled
Davis'
A.
is
Fe Central railway between Stanta
Engineer
met at 3
one of the ills that flesh is heir to ley and Clark stations
visible
afternoon
and joined
isn't
o'clock
familiar
phiz
Saturday
and his
steel tracks. There are now actually
around the smoky palace.
completed and in operation on the
'
Engineer "Jack" Fenner, passed; Santa Fe Central 93 miles between
through the city yesjterday on his Torrance and Kennedy. The Harris
conway from Albuquerque to New York, track laying machine and the
be
ill.
will
Immediately
forces
struction
where his wife is seriously
moved to Santa Fe and expect to
Mrs. L. D. Webb and family will reach there Wednesday when track
leave Wednesday night for Minturn, laying from the capital to Kennedy
General Francis J.
Colorado, where Mr. Webb is in the will commence.
W. H. Andjrews
G.
railroad.
&
R.
Senator
D.
of
the
Torrance,
employ
and General Manager W. S. Hopewell
Newton Cozlne paged through the passed over, the new track from Torcity on his way to his old home in rance to Kennedy In General TorKansas City to spend a short vaca- rance's private car yesterday.
tion. He is employed in the AlbuOne of the local shopmen, who was
querque shops.
at Albuquerque Saturday tells of the"
The 845, a mountain engine on this heroic treatment administered to a
division has had the misfortune to "scab"' by several hundred railroad
crack her cylinders and she will be men down there. The fellow gave
sent to the asylum for imbeciles at the name of J. McDonald. He was
Raton for treatment.
spotted by a man who had known his
:

erally prescribed for Contagious Blood Poison, but failure
and disappointment is the invariable result. These min
erals drive in the souse and eruptions, and apparently the
aisease is gone ana me patient Miieves tne cure perma-- ,
sent, but soon learns better when the old symptoms
return almost as soon as the treatment is left off. You
must either keep the system saturated with mercury or endure the tortures
of sore mouth, ulcerated throat and the mortification that one
feels when the body is covered with disgusting sores, rashes, copper-colore-naturally
d
splotches and other aggravating symptoms of this vile disease.
Mercury and Potash are poor crutches, and their use eventually breaks
down the constitution, ruins the digestion and cause the bones to decay.
s. o. o. , a guaranteed purely vegetable remedy, is the
only antidote for Contagious Blood Poison. It destroys every atom of the deadly virus, overcomes the
bad effects of the mercury and cleanses the blood and
svstem so thoroushlv that never altar at mv aiona
of the disease seen. Nor is the taint ever transmitted to others.
We will send free our book on Contagious Blood Poison, which is interesting and contains full directions for treating yourself at home. Medical
advice or any special information desired given without charge.
THE SWIFT SPECIFIC OOm, ATLANTA, OA.
Each team has won one game.
rubber will be played soon.

The railroad men at the shops have
adopted and posted on the bulletin
board a motto which reads, "Don't
If you. can't say anything
knock.
.good lot a chap, keep mum."
announced
It
lhat the Chicago, Burlington & Quln-c- y
railroad had secured a temporary
loan of $5,000,000, most of which is
to be used for pending improvements.
was

y

record in Colorado and Wyoming and
ordered to leave. The man insisted
he was no spotter and aalJ he would
remains as long as he wished. The
railroaders thereupon beat him within an Inch of bis life. The police
happened along and took the chap off
A memoranto jail for
dum book was found which (he man
dropped and their story was supportthe
ed. The shopmen here ' Bay
"scab" worked one day here, but was
so poor ft machinist that the foreman
he
discharged him. It Is claimed
scabbed in Raton in Cheyenne, Hep-la- r
and at other places.
safe-keepin-

C. W. Kouns,
superintendent of
transportation for the Santa Fe system, passed through the city this aft
ternoon, accompanied by his family,
vs.
At Raynolds field
bound for California on a pleasure
Sters
Shops
yesterday the shopmen and All Stars
irip.
crossed bats for the second time. The
A rumor is in circulation here that shopmen say they won all right, but
Master Mechanic Sulier, of the Raton the umpire was afflicted with
of the visual orb and
shops has been demoted to his old
place as traveling engineer and that a behold It their way. The teams had
new man has been sent from Topeka entered into hard and fast contract
to succeed him.
with Ed York to umpire the great
game, but that competent official as
S. O. Brown, night chief operator the result of a variety of circumIn the El Paso Western Union of- stances which he could not control
fices, left last evening over the Rock was conspicuously absent and another
Island for New Tork City, where he was pressed Into service whose early
goes to take a position in the execu- education In the rudiments of the
tive offices of that company. A. W. glorious game had been neglected
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meals Second; to none in the city
Try our Sunday Dinners.

t

CERRILL03

SOFT COAL
Anthraelte Ceel, Chsreealnd
Weed.
'
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LAS VEGAS IRON WORKS

:
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FczxHry exd ttssZlao Chop.

Mill and Mining Machinery bolli and repaired,
Machine work
promptly done. All kinds of Cm tin ft-- made. Agent for Chandler
A Taylor Oo.'i Engines, Boilers and Saw MtUi, Webster and Union
Gasoline Engines and Holsters, Pnmpiag Jacks.
Beet power for
Pumping and Irrigating purposes. No smoke, no danger. Also the
Ideal and 8ampioB Windmills sod Towers. Oell and see as.

J.

The Scenic Line of the WorM

G.

Anion, PDPIZTOn.
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' PlRaVT $L.ASMI
AMERICAN. PLAN.
SBRVICH,
X We make Special .Rates to Single Partios and ,Faffillioe socking Room
end .Board

Senkt

An

Co.

-

WM. CURTIS BAILEY. MANAGER..

Denver & Rio Grande Ry. Co.

'

large and elegant line
of the
rerj latest designs just " In
"
A

.

at....

R. P. HEGOER,
Painter

"PapiP

Hans-

-.

Grand Are., opp. Baa MtfVal NatBaak

itittmtimss:

The most direct line from New Mexico to all the principal cities
mining camps and agricultural districts in
Colorado, Utah, Nevada, Idaho, Montana, Oregon and Washington
Trains depart from Santa Fe, N. M, at 9 a. m. and arrive at 6:30
p. m. daily except Sunday, making connections with all through
east and west bound trains.
All Through Trains carry the latest pattern Pullman Standard
:
and ordinary sleeping ears, chair cars and perfect system of

Dining cars, service a la carte.
Pollman reservations made by telegraph upon application. For
advertising matter, rates and further information apply to

--
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SALE!

S. K. HOOPER

Local Agent.
Santa Fa. n. M.

General Peeeenger and Tlekot
neoni. weaver, veto.
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CORRECT
COMMERCIAL

PRJNTIBJG
rfkMf

e

Head
Programs
Invitations
Catalogs

Note

including

r M aMPariM

A Special

Optic Job Rooms

ether

"

cs5nrn

;

Waistings. Cheviots, Dimities, Lawns, Sateens, A. F. CCGinlghamsJ
Swisses, Crashes and Organdies.

Blank Books
Receipt Books

words

We turn out
Everything a.
Printer knows
Haw to So )

Don't Wait Too ton
Don't Fall to Tell Your Friends
Don't Hesitate to Come

5,000 Yards White (Roods,

Letter Heads
Envelope

In

X5he

.THE.

LAS VEGAS

HI

omoa

Ayer's Hair Vigor has been
JT
f
AJldCll AlCtir restoricj color to gray hair for

CAr
Vvt

- - - 2 Fcr 2Uo.

MmUommlSt.
sf Ave?...

a

Proprietor and Owner, m

Prosjpt Table

BUILDERS

B. DAVIS.

GEO. E. ELLIS.

IIIMMMMIIIIIIMIHIU

MHIIMMIimiMilMtlllMHIIIMIMHUMIIIIIM

GoumnuYULiu

J.

So-mp-la

wide MADRAS

32-i- n

SIXTH STREET

T7)f

for stopping your hair from fatling. i.c.l."l''.rZ?.T- -.

15c quality

Special at

LAS

aV

w.
fifty years, and it never fails
either.
can
this
And
do
it
work,
to

ADIES' LAWN KIMONOS, valued
at 60c and 75c, - Special at

Fire Proof, Eleetrlo Lighted.
8 team Healed, Centrally Located.
X Baths end Sanitary Plumbing
Throughout.
Levria
Room tot Com
mercial Men.
X Amerloaa or Euroaeon Plan,

7CTn

at

M.

N.

FE,

,

DARBY A. DAY, Ma.na.gor. Albuquerque, N. M.
VY. G. OGLE. Diet. Sup!- - Las
Vegas, N. M.

VC9 FZCZO,

SHIRT WAISTS, - Special

TiP-TO-P
a All Ofeara.
- U
HIAWATHA
waaea sraeia amr imm
.
.
mi

RICHARD A. McCURDV. President

and

offer our $1.25 LADIES'

OINfiHAMV

LIFE INSURANCE COMPANY OF

America.

MMIHMtllllMIMIMIIl
HOTEL CLAIRE

Clearing Sale

$20,000

MUTUAL
New York

Malleaal.

& BRO...

SANTA

ALL our

$10,000
10.000

.
or you receive this If
live 30 yean.
yaj be
Information aa to terms oan
had by writing1

Oldest
In

LEVY

mer

id-Sum-

to buy $10,000 in 5 per cent. Gold Bonds
from The Mutual Life Insurance Company
of New York, payment to be made during-2years in annual installments, and you
die after you have made one payment, vour
estate will receive

.

ink sad

mmmiiiimmmmummI

THE LEADERS OF DRY GOODS.
And tho Only Enclu.lve Dry Good Store.

I I

.

lis.

MllllllimilllllllllllllllllMIIMIMIM

hell."

.

.

Geo. T. Hill,

Gross & Richards Co., Tucumcarl, N. M.

IF YOU CONTRACT

6e

MD PELTS A SPECIALTY

floae Psase

Some parrots have much sense, as
was shown on the Fourth of July by
one in Sallna, Kans, Some young
girls were exploding firecrackers near
its cage, and one of them turned to
the bird and eald, "How do you like
it, Polly?" and Polly replied, "It's

......

PrlasWall Papers.
Samples New On Display

The

A boy In Spencervllle, O., has died
from the result of a new Fourth of
July accident. The day was a hot
one in Spencervllle, and the lad ate
seven plates of ice cream at one sitting In an attempt to get cool. He
was cold In a short time.

lr:

You are the enly agent we
will have In Las Vegas during
'
the preesnt season.
Youre Truly,
ALFRED PEATS A CO.

Las Vegas and Albuquerque, New Mexico.

'

$500 a yeex for 20 years
.
Then cexeh
Total guaranteed in gold

Desr
X

WHOLESALE MERCHANTS

pounds.

ing.

"
Mr. Qeerge T. Hill,
E. Las Vegas, MM.

daoorpormtsd.)

A POOR CRUTCH.

Superintendent Tlce, of the Santa
.
'.brief
Fe railway, is in Oklahoma City In
offFireman Williams is herding with company with other Santa Fe
for
the
the
site
and
icials,
inspected
.
the sick ones.
,
Santa Fe's new passenger depot,
which has been cleared, and is now
Engineer Kirk is at work again afready for the foundations. This depot
ter a short rest.
will be modern in every respect and shamefully. Some four hundred peoe e
... e
saw the game and
it.
enjoyed
Fireman George Nelson is hors de will cost $70,000. Work on the foun- ple
went
dations
comfnenced
well
sensational
till
today.
the
Things
combat for a spell.
seventh when things happened which
The Mexican Central has in Juarez the aid of the deletrabariaclapetcos-ia- c
Engineer Campbell has returned to
probably the best pulling switch enswelled the score of the Stars to
his strenuous duty.
gine in the city. The engine is No. fifteen runs, their opponents having
Firemen Heydt and Wiggens are 1043 and for a long time the switch nine. Then It was that the game tercrew has been anxious to be able to minated. Graham &
Harmon did ex
"having a short vacation.
try the new engine and see how it cellent work In the box for the shopClaim Agent P. W. Zimmerman could pull. A few days ago they had men. Gross did the twirling handily
a chance to give the engine a fair for the Stars, Clark
went south this afternoon.
supporting the
trial, when they had a transfer, of 97 big mtt. Jake Levy got a finger naif
and cars to make from El Paso to Juarez. knocked off while
Lowe
Engineers Kammer,
essaying to pull in
Each car was loaded, and allowing a
Lynch are enjoying a lay-ofhigh one in right field, and E. J.
sixty thousand pounds to each car, McWenie let about one go through
Garahy, the man of the heavy scoop together with the weight of the car, his digits and tap him in the optic.
Is enjoying the luxury of doing noth- the engine pulled over five million
lay-off-

MMMMMIIIIIIIIIIIIM

Gross, Kelly & Company

office.

Everybody wondered why the round
whistle didn't blow today. The explanation is that a change in boilers
was being made at the shops and
steam couldn't be turned into the
whistle which usually sets the time
tor the town.

3

10
tit- -.

Purchase of 50 Pieces of Fancy Dimities. La.ce
fects. Regular 15c a yard value,

yds Lace Effect Dimities

-

Ef--

69c
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against IS cents for beef, that being j Enterprise).
a fair average price for the cuts most
'"
used. The pound of wheat contains
WORTH WHILE.
PUSU3HCD BY ten per cent of moisture, while
it would almost be worth while for
Tht Us Vega Publishing Co about
the pound of beef ia more than halt Mr. Roosevelt to visit England Just
STABLISHC0 1879.
You get more than twice to see the sort of a reception the Eng
moisture.
the nutriment from the three cents usn would give him. The London
JAMEft faAJcNARY, Editor.
worth of wheat than from the pound Times strongly intimates that all recL. K ALLEN, Bueinsss Manager,
.
ords would be beaten. As for the
of beef at fifteen cents."
said
Doctor
"Summer
president, he could make 100 more
drinks,"
Entertd at tht pottoffiet at Lai Vtgat
Wiley, disdainfully, "are snares of speechee and have the time of his
the devil, and the custom of constant- life. Springfield Republican.
ly dosing the stomach with ice cold
drinks In summer la simply suicidal
What Happened to Him.
fJB
X'Ttllffi
1
fir
a
One
Into
one's
stomach
re
turns
of the novelists, referring to
and
raon
Dally, per
Im!l V. hm unfit
:rar;:::::::
The extreme cold con bis hero, says:
frigerator.
fiwMiD
ail
i
i
Pally,
tej tracts
Daily, kii mooubf
the pores through which the His countenance fell.
780
OJT Dill... .......
nUT,aHNI,
His voice broke.
Waeklf
fWf. ,...,..
fcyttc.
pepsin is secreted and tend to con- His heart sank.
Jest the coats of the stomach. When
rttonld report to tin coupUc-rooHis hair rose.
or InatteallaB on tb thirsty In hot weather, one ahould
Irmmlwliy
uy
Bart of curiam In Um dellnrr of 1 o Optic, drink water at from 60 to 50 degrees.
His eyes blazed.
run hmra Tha Until! delivered
of Ute city by the If good water, and all water should
His words burned.
to their
la
any
part
urorm or ooropiainu can oe
carrier, dpu
"
His blood froze.
be sterilized before- "using, even ' a
by telephone, putt!, or In perron.
It appears, however, that he was
large quantity of It will do no harm."
The Optic trill not, under any clrcoff- able to pull himself
together and
Manoet, ba raapoauMe ror the return or (be
marry the girl In the last chapte- rale keeping or any rejected manuscript) No
PRESS COMMENTS. Chicago Record-HeraltuoepUtw will be made to tht rule, wlUb
Sard to either letter or nclu.un.

t

Hewi-Seal-

.r

nava-daali-

-

toe editor enter into correspondence
rejected manuscript.

coocern-tn-

(
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MONDAY

The United States baa been reown business.
to mind it
This It what generally happens to
those who attempt to take a hand in
their neighbor's family affairs.
quested

The suggestion that the tariff may
be the leading issue in next year's
campaign makes the country yawn
prodigiously . .. The J country liad
enough 4ri
talk, vs few years ago
to last ij; a generation.
Mrs. Poulteney Bigelow has obtaltv
d a divorce. It is too much to expect
.a man to conduct 'at great prospective
war beVavbf aHa States and
Oermany and keep a woman in good
humor at the aame time. Kansas
City Journal.

Justice 'brewer only expresses plain
truth when: he 'says that every person
who participate Jn a lynching "la a
"
'murderer, pure and simple." When
the country begins to deal with such
persons as with other murderers,
lynching will atop, and, nothing less
'
than th
wil-sto-r-

The

Commoner

declares

that

Charles: "rVsr'peech at Tam

.ot July celebration 14
,MmUU Im
anai.ln.ln. ann thmfltm
sn't Jt , rather conclusive
politics."
proof that' he Is still a noisy politician? Towne never was still In poll- many's JUuirth

Although tbure la a great deal of
coal In New Mexico, yet It II becoming
more valuable dally. Now Mexico is
destined to become, a great manufac
turing section and .that before long.
It haa coal and iron In abundance
and for some decades, these natural
products will be among the levers that
move the world. New Mexican.

The 0"lj tJiTftacb ta 'loss m a Jests"
th's.cohptry'ls the. Incurrence of
punishment by criticising courts and
Judges, The man on the bench la the
one public official In this republic
who has the esteTTpawer to punish
those who denounce bis public acts.
Not even the president has such power. How comes it that our Judges are
so much greater and better than any- oojy else, say the Kansas City Jour--

a

In

-

'

:

A TIMELY WARNING.

The untimely death of William O.
Tattereow of Kalamazoo, affords
jjmely , fining
aUjsers of tobac- Tho Tlctlm who died at the age of
M had been in Inveterate smoker for
over 60 ream.
Durinr" th iui
1,
.ty roars of his life he unified 100,000
cost of tlO.000. But dur
igara at
ing the last twelve yesrs he only
aised M.0OO at a cost of M.800, which
Xbows that he had begun to realize
r-

i

.gllrVU.mil the habit
Snslived hiss.

which had
. ...

- tAT

FOODS AND DRINKS.
.
ehemlst for the
department of agriculture, who has
Just concluded Therst of the tests
relative telaod
nresenatlves and
their eGkl. oavlbibSinan system
give his oplnlHp on the subject of
S umm e r "liWl'-aw- A
the causes of hot

ftUMMER

weaUierrfWjas:

"One of the most flagrant causes

The "Problem" at Home.
Col, Bryan continues to find men
who suit him, but the country knows From the New York World.
Three cases in one day of attacks
them not. El Paso News.
by negroes upon white girls two In
The New Mexican has been gather New Jersey and one in this state-br- ing
homo to us the problem that
ing information concerning the wool
crop of this territory for eome weeks is troubling the south. One of these
pant and It considers that at a fair es- cases, near Albany, was so diabolic
timate,, this year's crop will reach '1n its cruelty that only the quick wit
about 19,000,000 pounds of wool which and courage of a deputy sheriff saved
bringing and will bring quite satis the wretch from lynching by a mob
factory prices to New Mexico sbcep of New York farmers,
These cases enforce the warning
alHcrs. A great deal of New Mexico
wool is being scoured in the scouring Just given by Booker Washington to
race.
"We
establishments at La Vegas and Al- the members of his
know
world
scourbe
It
the
the
"let
some
should,"
said,
of
and
at
buquerque
ing mill at Carlsbad. Despite the con- on all proper occasions that we construction of the El Paso ami Rock sider no legal punishment too severe
Island railroad it looks as if the Santa for. the wretch of any race who atFe system handled between 11,000,000 tempts to outrage a woman."
The severest legal punishment
again handle the bulk of the, wool
crop of the territory for shipment even the death penalty la not too
east. Acordlng to the best calculations great; but this is got enough. It
last year's crop amounted to about should be as swiftly executed as Is
18,000,000 pounds, of which the Santa consistent with the "due process of
Fe ysytem handled between 11,000,000 law". The law in every state should
and 12,000,000 pounds. It is gratify provide for an immediate trial In
ing to note that the quality as well as these casea. The deterrant effect of
the quantity of New Mexico wools are legal punishment Is greatly enhanced
constantly increasing and that higher by having it follow the crime quickly.
prices are being realized. The wool "Justice delayed Is Justice denied,"
Industry of the territory is a very Im- In these cases, both to the state and
portant one, gives employment to a to the poor victims and their parents
great many men and is fully entitled and friends.
to the fostering care and thorough
protection by the territorial govern- An Outrage on the Public ,

Fromtba JlOlaaaliAla

Prav

.Lin

20.T-Ba-

Elks, which will open tomorrow. The
convention promises to be the greatest in the history of of the order. The
western delegations have all arrived,
the last; reaching here this afternoon.
Among the visitors are large numbers
from Chicago, Detroit, New Orleans
Kansas City, Denver
Minneapolis,
and San Francisco.
The delegates
from New York, Washington, Philadelphia and the south are expected to put
In appearance this evening and tomorrow morning before the session be
gins. All of the prominent hotels
are decorated with flags and bunting,
and the Elks' hill, Ford's opera house,
where the sessions 'are to be held,
and the Carrolton hotel, which has
been chosen as headquarters of the
grand lodge, will be ablaze tonight
with the richest and most elaborate
kind of electrical decorations.
The grand lodge will convene at 10
o'clock tomorrow morning. Joseph T
Fannlg of Indianapolis is an avowed
candidate for the office of grand exalt
ed ruler, and it seems to be the gen:
eral opinion that be will be chosen
without opposition
to succeed the
present grand exalted ruler, George
P. Cronk of Omaha. The greater part
of the business of the convention will
be transacted tomorrow, so as to leave
the remainder of the week free for
the festivities, of which an elaborate
program has been arranged. It is ex
pected that the band contest will be
one of the leading features of the
convention.
It will be held Wednesday In Electric park and the partici
pants will include Elks' bands from
more than: twenty-fivcities of the
country. To the. winners of the contest $2,000 will be distributed In pri
zes. Another great feature will be the
street parade Thursday.
Another
great occasion will be the day at
Tolchester Beach, or more appropri
ately termed "Crab Day." A contract
has been signed with the Annapolis
firm to have 6CK000 live crabs landed
on the beach thw evening preceding
the feast. The entire beach and
number of boats have been chartered
for the day and no one except those
wearing the Elk badges will be per
mltted on the shore. Friday will he
given to excursion- - to Gettysburg and
and Saturday will be termed
Washington day, .when It is expected
that thousands of the visitors will
visit the capltol city.

-

7So

85c

to-to-

Small
house and bath, largo
lot, furnished complete
for 1625.
fire-roo-

n

,

MSJ,

Received Daily
'

'

BY

I

&

BLOOD

Both Phono,

A07

SIXTH 8THEKT.

GO$ Dcuzlsa Avenuo.

Men's and Ladies' Shoes.

Mens' Straw Hats.

Men!s $3.50 Box Calf and Vici Kid

Men's 75c and $1.00 Straw Hats-clea- n-up
sale price
Men's $1.50 Straw Hats clean-u- p
sale price
Men's $2.00 Straw Hats clean-u- p
sale price.
Men's $2. 50 and $3.00 Straw Hat- sclean-u- p
sale price
One lot of Men's 50c Caps clean-u- p
sale price

Shoes and Oxfords, the very latest, all sizes and widths clean$175
up sale price
Ladies' $2 Vici Kid Oxfords, all s.zes
and widths clean-u- p sale price. . . .Si. 60
Ladies' $2.50 Vici Kid Shoes and Ox
fords, all sizes and widths clean; .
$2.00
up sale price
Misses' and Children's $1.00 and $1.25
Canvas Lace Shoes, all sizes
clean-u- p
sale price
.73c
Boys' $1.25 and $1.50 Canvas Shoes,
all sizes clean-u- p sale price.
75c
One lot Boys' Tennis Shoes, broken
. sizes
sale price
25c

..50c
$1.00
$1.50

................ $2.00
15c

ANE

v

2t

lot of Infants $1.00 red and
blue
Sandals, sizes ft fl
to 5 clean-usale price - Q C
ap

p

ttaaonlo

Tcmplo

Yum!

:

Art Wall PaperS

High
.

not to bo moon elsewhere.

I Watermelons

Very largo and oholoe variety;
complete seta for walla.
oeliJnga and borders.

HilcoRE Djuciber (So.
I CAR. LOAD
I

now

I

ON THE ROAD

5: GEIIMtlG - MASONIC TEMPLE,

I

gem tho

Famous

Meal
Ranges
and tho Perfect

Quick
1

Challenge

1

GROCER.

Refrigerators

Full Assortment Flahktg Taokte

yMIIIMOIIII 1111111$ $ II
good Ssfad

Hammooka fa VaHaty

H::'

I Crown the Fesst

DIP

TANKS

la delicious on every kind
of salad.
Hot or Gold
Meat, Fowl Eggs and

Fcmdell

W-g-

ia the smoothest, richest

and tastiest, most rellah-- .
ing combination of pure
Ingredients. None so
good. It never gets) ran-- ,
:
rancid.

I

uan::sc3.

A

I ;V

r

11CHT.

coot.

I

I

I

35 and 65 cents a bottle

law M Wear.

Retilas

Beratt

N.praMtmoa

.

llmia

I

Hip or Back.

M

alami.p.

Ifnwr

AT

'

..DOUCIIEIUS..

MIHlllllMllHlHIIa

TnraresT

For Sevle by

O. G. SCIIAEFER
"

IIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIMM
Las Vrf as 'Pbons
Kills,

ESTABLISHED ISSS.

Dr. D. M. Williams.

J. R.SMITH, Prep.

V

Wholesale and Kctall Dealer In

namaiuESJiii
WHEAT, CTC.

IllfhMtcuh

N. M

H.E. VOGT4CO.

If you want to gain flesh and feel
anna Macnetn water; pure,
sparkling, refreshing, medicinal; de
livered where you want It by Peter
.
Roth.
igg.tr

..

Jarraiisos Ramoi.m, President,
UBRMa

D. MrSRS,

s.

R.

Vice-Pr- e.

tUraoLM, Cashier.

Dearth

Undertaker and

Steam .anal
Hot Water

Embalmer.

Heating.

Repairing

Plttlnger haa lust received a line
assortment of picture frame mould-Ing- s
and mats; also the latest patterns
and colorlnta In wall nanor. S20

Mltf

Trust ft Savings Baik,
LAS VBOAS. N. M.
Hau.it

iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiniiiM

fIral

Plus

price

Mid fur Mllllnv Vh...
J. Colorado feed Wnvat fur 8al Id Peaaoo
ia VCOAS, N. M.

fl'l

DENTIST V

BrldoSt. . . Laa Vegas.

way--0 fi5
Is the best. The. modern bank check
has superseded1 ttttttn the settlement
of account, onle
....
This endnaue
chances of error
and disputes. Also danger of loss.
Now is the time to commence pui-Un- g
by a competency for your future,
if you have not already done
so.
,? yew account little or
will be welcomed by this bank.Urge.it
-

""""

131

z

SIZES

AMCKiOAn
OILVER
k TCUCO.

Veg-ttable- e.

I lis Vcis war

ALL

CADDLEnr

Orcein

wen

RYAN

!J Vi

Owing; to the backward spring, our stock of Shoes and Hats and Caps is larger
than usual at this time so to clean up, we have cut prices deep. Now is the time
to benefit by this clean-u- p sale. DON'T WAIT.

Plan-Ugenet- ?

ware which, It Is believed, will be
The
proposed in the next congress.
purpose of Introducing a discussion of
the last named matter Into the confer
ence Is to bring about
of the manufacturers and their employes In resisting tariff changes
whlojh, might. Wake a detrimental effect on the trade.

QH.25

A. T, & S. F. WATOH INSPEOTOR.

.

Berries

- -

Jcwesr end Optician.

Free-for-a-

of aicka4efi3 sumrnsf Is entirely
overlook
law," Oys he, "and crisis like Smiths.
that la the prenaratbfi of soli for
growing lnnfTes for the market. I
Profsns Editor.
have on , several occasions called at
The editor of the
Independent, In
e
teatlon
danger 'of eating ve excitement of the flood last week, so
getablea grown on or under ground far forgot himself as to Indulge In
which haa been exposed to contain profanity which slipped Into the pa- inaUon frees Sewerage, city waste or per under
the
head:
following
"Dammed Water Filled Ditch, While
s
garbage
"U poor --people, especially the very we believe In expressing ourselves
poor, tMsKf eat aaore ewreels aad less forcibly and vigorously if BeeJ be,
eat, they would be better off phy we also think that on account of the
For instance. I bad influence it exerts, especially-osically and Onatr-aI!- jr.

01.00

enough for an outing watch.

Good

,

Vp.

RSOLL

E

FOR

,

g

not lose a valuable watch

1 3STG--

tor-Lak- e

oe-tra-

,M

when you can get an

Pea-Ma- r,

e

.ifc.ii
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Do

-
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WATCHES FOE CAMPING

Great Gathering of Elks. '
lli
BALTIMORE, Md., July
more is overrun with Elk, who have
come here to attend the annual con
vention of the Grand Lodge of the
Benevolent and Protective Order of

or two ago a dispatch was
OVR SMOOTH SECRETARY.
sent over the country from Blucfleld,
a particularly
Secretary Hay has, with his usual W. Va describing
good Judgment, found the easy way to atrocious lynching which It was as
nudgu a foreign nation,, and not "stir sorted had occurred in Devon, in the
Texas Grain Rate Case.
A colored man, it is
up the animals" too much. It is bet- same state,
FORT WORTH, Tex., July 20.
ter to be smooth than to be rough, said, bad been seized by a mob and Considerable interest attaches in ship
when smoothness will serve. The sec- after having been subjected to all ping circles to the Interstate com
retary, however, Is firm when an em- manner of cruelties was skinned anJ merce commission hearing here this
AH
did week. The purpose of the hearing is
phatic opinion Is required. He learned burned alive.
newspapers
how to work with diplomats when he not publish the story, as It was so to Investigate rates and methods of
waa In old world countries and yet
revolting as to arouse suspicion as to handling shipments for export from
has not ceased to be an American. He its truth.
Missouri, Kansas, Nebraska, Oklahois giving RusHla a chance to be polite
This suspicion, it appears, was well ma and the Indian Terltory to points
in the matter of the Jewish petition,
founded. The Parkersburg, W. Va., In Texas, and to ascertain if posible if
and yet is satisfying the elgners. El Sentinel
says; "The atory from DJue any special privileges are being grantPaso Now.
field that a negro had been skinned ed by the railroads In violation of the
law.
by an infuriated mob near there was
bCRISIS OF THE SMITHS.
not true, nor was there any founda
Inter-LakFrom New York .Sun.
Regatta.
was
The
entire
story
tion for.lt.
Know ail Smiths by these presents
TOLEDO, O., July 20 This is the
made out of the whole cloth." Somethat they are not doing their duty; one who Imagined that It would be a week of the annual regatta of the In
inat they are falling behind in the smart trick to
Yachting asoclatlon, and
gull the public proba
raco; that they are on the path to bly started the story and sent It over judging from the large number of
race suicide.
Once we believed In the
yachts already rendezvoused In Put
wlrea and then laughed In his
the
will be the most
the Smiths. We thought that the sleeves
at his acuteness. He looked notable everregatta
held 'Under the asocla- world waa theirs. It was a comfort
at it as a Joke on the public.
tlon's
to feel that .wherever you went the
auspices."
Representative
Instead of being a Joke, however.
yachts are present from Detroit, To
Smiths were at tho. head of the poll It
was a gross outrage. The public
ledo, Cleveland, Suhdusky and several
Voting lists were purple with Smiths.
now in a state of peculiar Other
Directories sagged with Smiths. The mind Is
points, Tha fcroaram arrahaed
sensitiveness on the subject of mob for the four
days; beginning tomorrow
country was safe and happy under the law. In such
I situation every ac ia as follows: ,
protection of the multitudinous and count
of a lynching Is liable to add
constellated Smiths.
Tuesday Triangular , race for all
And now where are the Smiths? to the popular excitement and arouse classes around-- the usual Rattlesnake
'
The manager of the Chicago directory the passions to that white heat where triangle.
The man or
Is a Smith. He is not the man to they are uncontrollable.
Wlhafard
and lea- Wednesday
let I Smith escape from his agenta. set of men who for their own bru- ward race, with power boat race In
'
Yet his figures show that there are tal pleasure contribute to such a sit- the afternoon.
m ,
The manu
Sirtadran
S.M6 Johnsons and only 6,374 SmUhs uation commits a crime.
sail
at m
Thursday
facturers 'of the West Virginia st'c hn, with
In Chicago.
eSfcjtbe,i'
spiral
j
'
The Smiths are running close are guilty In this way and'1' t Hllarles In the' afternoon.
should
be
published to the Tfmlt
second." writes the Inter Ocean rerace for Hotel
Friday
'
law.
the
whose
CVIctory
Distribution of prises In
porter,
patronising manner
'
Ihe evening.
him as a triumphant and sneer-taI
Conference ef 01 ass Mam
Johnson It
th
bw
STARtffBLAND, Mlc' July 20
it of the Smiths to be secind. Have
Five room house,, hth, hot and cold
The Joint conference recently arranlost
their long
they
water; fine location
on
Tilden
Must they decrease and the Johnsons ged between the Fling Glass Workers'
atreet. $1,700. oo,ly, $500 cash, balNational Union and the Glass Manuincrease?
ance on small monthly payments.
facturers' association began here toWhere Is Mowbrsy ? Where is
conThe
the
of
day.
primary object
Nay, what is more and
most of all, where Is Smith? Will the1 ference is to argue upon the wage
scales to govern several branches of
Smiths ylelj without a
struggle to the the industry during the year. It is
Johnsons? Csll the clan together at
understood that the meeting will also
Peacock. The Smiths must meet the
consider the tariff changes on glassA day

,..."

I

I

Prtiptlj Due.
SHOP

Corner Seventh and Dona-la-

s

"-m-

f

f iVf

iWfff

Ave.

tit!

sab

Cut Flowers....
and Monuments..
Both 'Phone.
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NO MOBILIZATION.

PERSONAL
MHMIIIIIIIHHHmi
A. L. Waldon, night yard master,
drove out to El Porvenlr with a party

So General Baldwin Is Advised by
The Secraetary of War. No Rea,
son . Given. Local
country.
Encampment
Jose Duran drove up from Santa
Will be Held.

yesterday.
Dolores Gallegos is in from the

m nits datkbl mm n

BRAG

ENCAMPMENT OF TROOPS WILL
NOT BE HELD THIS YEAR AT
FORT D. A. RUSSELL.

DON'T

OF LAS VEGAS.

MAKE

Capital PaUkt, $100,000.00

Pa-jarlt-o

O FFIC

--

Rosa yesterday.
Sister Sidonla was a passenger (or
Denver this afternoon."
E. C. de Baca took his family out
to Las Vias for an outing yesterJay.
Mrs. W. M. Plttman is here from
. Kansas City on a iriilt to her sister,
Mrs. W. B. Hiett.
President W. C. Nones, of the Agua
Pura companyjviMYMf for his
''
RTrK
: home in Louisvil
Carl Wertz,' Calvin Donahue and
Harry Oakes epeni .Sunday at Har- veys mountain resort.
Mrs. Chaa. L. Kohn left on No. 2
for Springfield, 111., to visit her grandmother, who is very 111.
Mr. and Mrs. S. B." Floyd and Mrs
King have gone into summer camp
on the mesa above the city.
Mike Martinez, formerly a police
man at Albuquerque, Is here from
the Duke City, expecting (o remain.
Henry & Sundt sent a force of men
to Wagon Mound this afternon to do
a job of tin roofing for A. MacArthur.
W. W. Buens, one of the train dis
patchers of the local office, left this
afternoon for' Denver, to spend a
short vacation.
Juan Navaro a political chief and
member of the penitentiary commis
sion drove in from Mora with his
wife on Saturday.
'

It

is with considerable regret that
The Optic publishes the news that
there will be no mobilization of Na
tional guard troops at Fort D. A. Rus
sell near Cheyenne, this year. Gen
eral Baldwin, commandant of the department of the Colorado, who passed
through the city a few days ago, has
received advices from the secretary
of war advising him that local en
campments will be held, but that the
idea of the gathering of troops from
the five westerrutates and territories
for meneuvere has been abandoned
for this year.
General Baldwin
telegraphed to
that effect to Governor Chatterton of
Wyoming who was making somewhat
elaborate preparations for the reception of the troops.
The members of troop A who had
been working so hard getting ready
for the encampment will be greatly
disappointed. They were looking forward, not only to a pleasant outing,
but as well to the opportunity of aqulr-inmuch valuable military
knowledge. The Optic is unable to learn
why the mobilization idea has been
abandoned. No details regarding the
local encampment have been arranged.
Many of the boys throughout the ter
ritory, signing for two year terms
Mr. Rudolph Kotwits of the Stand- will doubtless be a bit warm under
ard Manufacturing Co., of New Or the collar. The promises of the enserved, even though used
leans, La., arrived here this morning campment
in good faith, as a bait to induce them
on his return from California, to visit
to join.
his aunt, Mrs. B. Brash, for a few
days..
The Presidential Goat Club.
W. S. Strickler and family of Al
A new secret society was organized
buquerque arrivej in the .city Satur- on the president's train while he was
day evening and went up to , the on his recent long western trip. The
Montezuma.
Mr. Strickler is cashier society is called the Goat club. Its
of the Albuquerque Bank of Com charter members
are;
President
merce. He will go home tonight, Roosevelt,
Secretary Loeb, Assistant
leaving his family to spend several Secretary Barnes and the newspaper
weeks at the : delightful esort.
and Becret service men who were on
Mr. and Mrs. H. K. Leonard reach the train.
ed the city from Guadalupita
this
The Goat club has a simple set of
'
morning, bringing with them Miss bylaws. They are:
Lenore Allen, who bad been their guest
1. No charter member of the Goat
for a week. They started yesterday, club is
eligible for office therein.
but at Sapello found thejry,er so high
2. There shall be but one office,
they couldn't cross, The hospitality viz., the president of the Goat club.
of the parlBh priest was accepted for
3. The president of the Goat club
the nigh.
shall be the most distinguished "but
The two daughters of Mr, ,and Mrs ter-In- "
the day brings forth.
G. C. Ragan, left this afternoon for
"butter-ins"- ,
4.
such as
Ordinary
the east. They will visit in Kansas
cranks and men with
City and Ackley, Iowa, then going to
grievances shall not be eligible for
their future home In Waterloo, la. It office.
is with regret The Optic" announces
5. In case two men of
stathat the remainder of the Ragan fam tion, as two senators or twoequal
political
lly will leave for Waterloo ere long to
to "butter-in- "
leaders,
at the
,

office-seeker-

e

I
v

try

remain permanently.

Mr. and Mrs. H. C, Wilson, accom
panled by Mrs. P. R. Hengst, all of
Waco, Texas,, are enjoying the cli
mate of Las Vegas. N. M. They are
located, far the present with Mrs.
Peter Murphy, at No. '910 Fourth
street. Mrs. Wilson is the only sister
of W. T. Thornton, 'former govern

or of this territory.

....
Mrs. Abe Gold of Santa Fe passed
through the city Sunday night on her
way home from New York City to
; Santa Fe.
Mr. . Gold came here to
meet his better half. The lady ex
pected to remain until fall in the Em
plre city, but the weather became so
Intensely hot that gbe was unable
to stand it morirthaiHtiree months.
-

.

disastrous Storm.

.

Every Rsrrfnsht of Crops on ths.

tli .pettroyd.

Sap--

v
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same time, their endeavors shall be
the
Goat
critically canvassed by
club, and the man who is most persistent and the greatest bore shall
be given the office.
6. Ballot is to be secret, and it is
the primary rule of the Goat club
that its presidents shall never know
the honor bestowed upon them. The
charter members, including President
Roosevelt, shall be kept informed of

attempts to

"Butt-In.- "

Elections shall be held at any
time. If, when a "butter-in- "
is In
President Roosevelt's private car, a,
member of the Goat club appears in
the car and scratches his nose three
times' in a reflective manner, and
President Roosevelt responds by nodding his head three times and raiting
Ills right hand; it shall be a signal to
the members of the Goat club that It
Is time for an election, and it shall
always be known that President
Roosevelt votes for the "butter-in- "
who Is with him at the time the sig
7.

n
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with any house in my line
on anything they offer.

It--

i
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The best of material, carefully pre
pared, nicely and quickly served, by
attentive and sprightly waiters, on at
tractive tables, In cool and comforta
ble dining
room such is Duvall's

Restaurant.

NOTICE.

276-t-

f

White Cottolene

Prices Much Reduced on Hats.
Dress hats, street hats, outing hats,
all sharply cut In price to sell out for
Ladies furnishings also
the season.
at lower prices.
Misses O'Brien, BrldRe St.

I have secured from two of the biggest.
tailoring1 houses in the United States a concession of 10 to 20 per cent on all orders sent in
before August 1st, and I am giving all of this
reduction to my customers. Now is the time
to order your suits and trousers.

Contains nothing but pure vegetable oil
and choice beef suet. It is endorsed by
leading physicians and expert cooks as the
most wholesome and economical material
for all shortening and frying purposes,
and is for sale by

EPICURES

of fastidious
tastes would do well to consult with
Chas. Blanchard on the subject of imported salad oils; he is an expert on
the subject, at Herman's, fancy gro7114.
cer's, Bridge street.

"The Old Reliable."

FINE BUGGY
AND SURREY

Lewis Shoe & Clothing Co.

HARNESS

.,-'-

Davis & Sycks9

FOR SALE AT

COOLEY'S Street i Fer Uet ITtesttsr Uisshssa'

Livery and Vehicle.
Gen. Miles' Ride.

FOR SALE First claBS ticket to
Gen. Miles's dash of ninety mile on Chicago, Good any time. Elliott, 620
horseback In full campaign uniform Twelfth Btreet.
under a blazing sun, followed by a
horseback review of cavalry at Fort
The Las Vegas Light ft Fuel Co.,
Sill, a daring jump across a ravine are now preptretf to furnish Willow
Creek coal at 14.50 par ton Cel'.vered,
canter to catch a or
and a four-milM7-1- I
13.90 by the car
train, was pure waste of a magnifiMrs. M. B. Ward Is prepared to do
cent skill and endurance.
Suppose
s
it had happened in war. It would
dressmaking at 902 Third
172-llive in history with Sheridan's ride street L. V. 'Phone 174.
to Winchester, ''twenty miles away;"
For the' most Beautiful rooms in the
In poesy with the ride from Ghent to
southwest, go to La Pension in the
Aiz described by Browning.
165-t'
Coors block.
The New York World agrees that
Gen. Miles by his exploit merely
If you wish to borrow money it will
proves that he is sound and fit for pay you to investigate the plan of
command; and that every one knew the Aetna Building association. In129-t- f
Our system of retiring high army of- quire of Geo. H. Hunker, Sec.
ficers at sixty-fou- r
is absurd. A line
Perry Onion pays cash and Koofl
leader who must go with his men may prices lor household goods. Monte
at that age have passed his greatest uario Han. uoio. pnono No. 271. 143-t- I

Bridge

HFMFNT

first-clas-

Libby's Elegant C&Rn4

Guaranteed not
Srh0eraT.k WrP

O WALKS

Contractor

BUILDING

Jobber

Shop on Douglas avenue, next door to
runontf s gallery. Frompt and care
fill DttA4(r,n olnon
to mil work. - Utti- - AJ - D Ql I
WUllU
mates furnished.

Lobster '

J. H. Stearns, Grocbn

fi fi

I.

f-t:tj

Underwood'sSupericr kixiints

Ten years experience.
Refer to The
Optic and J. H. Fox. Address or call
on M. E. Everett, 408 Washington Ave,

e

mmmsma

f.

usefulness; a strategist in high rank
WANTED Colored
porter, first
has only reached it. Moltke planned class man; apply at La Pension.
the fall of Louis Napoleon at seventy.
Blucher at seventy-thre- e
made his fa
mous march to relieve Wellington and
01 1 M
Waterloo. Suvaroff at seventy beat
Moreau and Macdonald in Italy, with
the prestige of the young Napoleon
behind them.
II. W. Honf, U.O.,
If Gen. Miles and Gen. Young and
OSTEOPATHIC SURGEON
a few other veterans after him, could
Graduate usder the
be retired at seventy, say, reducing by
m
Fouodtir of tlia Hrl- nce. Dr. A. T. HUH,
six years the period which the ama
at Klrkirille, Mo,
teurs Gen. Wood and Gen. Funston
will under the proposed programme X
I treat all diieawst my spediKy
of promotion spend at the head of the
tnoM of chronic fnaraaer.
x
Consultations and examination X
army, the country would applaud. But
as such a reasonable extension can on- 1 re ireet inquirer arc cordially in
X
vited to call at office.
ly be made by the same commander-in-chiewho Is reported to be plan
ning Gen. Wood's elevation at the
OVER 8TEABNB',OBOCCBT BTOBB T
expense of experienced men, Gen.
'
Boohs; J to ' p! m.'
Miles' plucky feat was doubtless per
At otbor timet by tppolDtioeni.
T
formed In Tall.
'
tn fls- Dm tH akn aa

DATTV
a im
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ale

725 Seventh street,
arc invited to call.
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Presses

Vegetable and
Lard Presses

P. CIDDIO.

'
SAN MIGUEL BANK

does repairing and cleaning of men'
and ladies' clothing In the most sat
Isfactory manner. Ladles' and gentleman's tailor.

Bain Wsjoos.

SAMPLE LINE

AAOLEOAPS.

"'
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Our Work Will P161Tiobu
SMOOTH

EDGES
on

and

STAR

n
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L V. Psoas 230. Southwest Car. Mais.
Soth Kansas City and
Meete.

native
1

ttttmtmtmi
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.lift

C5L00

illamj'.iij

CUFFS

I

Laundered

Meat Market
I

CU

'

y

DRIED FRUITS AND VEOETACLJES.

.PYE,
ndlJHAin
mes'a cjothlag and .ladjas' fine
s
'tailorgarments. ,valo
GU8
ing. Work guaranteed.
HOLMES, next to Ed. Henry's.

SleASMsS9wAMM

get new piece.

,

Baji, BailinTies, Perns Witt,

COLLARS

Preserving Kettles
,
Van Dyke brown and
white wareiMt flakes
or chips, return and

imiiiiiiliiijjiiiiiin

ffru.

'

Machinei,

Ranch Supples, Navsfa Canludfc
..
Hay. Grain nnd Peed.

;'

work guaranteed.
W. W. Wal
lace, "Vegas 'Phone 2S6.

Sauce Pans

Thompson Hardwire Co

Hey,

Grain and Wool

Vyeide.

Itrlflea BHek Sidewalks, over
lasting, handsome, economical.
Work of all kinds In native red
stone. Estimates furnished on
brick and stone buildings. All

Food Choppers

r

. . .

Gray's Thmhin

I

1

Fruit Presses

.

PELTS

Plows, Harrows, Otkivatofs,
McCormkk'i Mowtn and Reaper.

CLEAN,

Apple Parers

AND

I

All Kind of Native Produce,

OOLEY't LIVERY for comfort-U si able rigs and reliable teams.
Vehicles
Fer Sale.
Standard
work In buggies, surreys', road
n wagons, etc Bridge street, west

Cherry Stoncri

Wine

HIDES

WOOL.

DEALERS IN

VIEWS,
BUTTON,
developing and finishing for am
ateurs. Also watch repairing and
iBJualC; furnsbed for .baUa,. and
V, parties. ' J. B. MarUnei, tent opp.
...
, M lm
jL.OWy hall,

.

CQnQGEOG.a.

and ladies

HOT08,

Mow!--

VJUQLEGASJl

SPOUTING

I

i

Browne & Manzanarcs Go

PLUMBING
ROOFING

All

i

z

MEW DRESSMAKING PAR
i 1 Ion have been opened by
Miss Winifred Sullivan at

J

Kemova

CARRIA6ES-VE- N
Carload just received.
Handsome and reliable work.
Cull and See New Styles.
Bridge Street.

it ft t

I

Grand

r

INE

Iron work of all descriptions on short
nouce ana won aoue. Hons garden
tools, bose, Sea.
Bridge Htreot

i osteopathy!

Rojtnth:!

--

Mill

tlUUJ

J

C9"MVE yaw aswntenw
In THE IAS VC0A9
whmfm they will bring yarn anbvd$09ianthmm
Mowm. "tvmry aollmn mmvmd In two efSrws msiifj.

,

.

dPGOTS.

H. IV. KSUY,
Trmaaurmr

D,T.
PAID UP CAPITAL,

twen-ty-fo-

.

F. D. JAZVAHY, AssCzzZZsr

H. OOXE, PrmaUamt

MATCH PRICES

on record
One of the wofsti-gtonnvalley
swept down the long
of the
of the Sapello,. last.'jilght, raged nals are interchanged.
"Butters-ln,- "
it may be explained
around Los Ahunos and. touched .with
Rosenthal Furniture . .Company,
(
about to the reader, are ;persona who force We
Its rags
1 " i
taj
f,
will shortly remove to the
'tfiAlrl hmimm An nt nart. nr 'nar- wehoned1 to
' New Duncan '
'
son. The president had scores of
Building
The OpUo. i. mari-gat-lJIext.ta.ths Ppsjofflce.
years he Trad never seen sucty them. The , two most distinguished
club were a
a, rata on the f,8aneljoj WU last residents of the Goat
enaW fjon a- - western stale and
oOMlderable
also
was
There
night
y
were elected
tall. ' What wit.ifeeiyfH'idJ'tfie Ball former dlplomat.-The. We offer every Item In the ...
on
and the overflowing streams, every to. the presidency several times
FURNITURE
.
DEPARTMENT
'
remnant of the crops of the farmers the trip, for although they were dropat
...
left by the storms of last month was ped at various points they always
20 per eent Discount for Cash.
,
"buttedln" somewhere else.
destroyed.
much fun
Roosevelt
has
President
Everything
exactly as represented.
the
river
escaped
In Los Alamos,
Goat club, although none Now la your time to secure the greatfrom Its banks and flooded a big out of the
ever knew est bargains ever offered in New Mexstretch of country. Fences were torn of the dignitaries honored
'
.
the presi ico.
twice
or
Once
existed.
away, some damage was done to crops it
1240 for $3.60 Metal Beds, any alse.
the
of
creation
the
dent
suggested
mule
and Pedro Garcia lost his trusty
8ome of 1.80 for $2.25 Woven Wire Bed
in the whirling flood. Watrous was title "honorary president."
Springs.
so
were
"buttersln"
persistent
the
drenched and some damage was done
$2.00 for $2.60 Gold Medal Folding
of
presimere
honor
being
that the
to crops, ;
Cots.
dent of the Goat club did not seem
for $8.60 Golden Oak Chef foo$40
Splendid home just outside the city sufficiently great Saturday Evening
5 drawers.
lers,
to
Post
tax
$2,650.
No
limits.
pay,
city
$1440 for $18.60 Golden" Oak SideFOR SALE OR TRADE Sterling boards
With a single exception, Sam Cook's bicycle, cheap Elliott, 620 Twelfth
anj thousands of others.
silence Is judicious. Mr. Cook's resig- street .
Bargains of a Life Time.
nation would correct the one defect.
If you want to drink pure, clear
Furniture Co.
Hold-up- s
seem to be getting common
Next to Western Union Telegraph
In Kansas, but it is the harvest bands water come to Gehrings' for a filter.
JUS. office. Las Vegas, N. M.
... .
who are acting evlctlme,

WatroUrhte

Oashtar

HOSiiiwSS,

THE LAS VEGAG SAVINGS

know where they get
their money's worth every time.
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THE TERRITORY.

AD VERTIS EUEIiTS.

U

Ilrief lfestiuie of tbe Important

WANTED.

Easiness Inreetory.
Oeorge H. Hunker, Attorney at law.
Offlce, Veeder block, Lm Vegas, N.

Doing In New
ico Towns.

Position as
either In the city, country store or
ranch. Address or apply "J. W." OpWANTED

ATTORNEYS.

tic

book-keepe-

offlce.

WANTED Two or three boarders,
P. Monty, Attorney-At-LaUnited States atand
good for healthseekers. Mrs. Kate
torney, offlce la Olney building, East
Bell, Mineral Hill, N. M.
Laa Vegas, N. M.
WANTED To aell, five or six head of
Attorney-At-Law- ,
Frank Springer,
cattle. One extra milk cow, giving
Offlce la Crockett buildiDg, Kast Laa
eleven quarts per day, seven yean
Vegas, N. M.
old. Mrs. Kate Bell, Mineral Hill,
v
Office
E. V. Long, Attorney-At-LaN. M.
7106.
la Wyman block, East Las Vegas,
and
want
distributers
Circular
sample
N. M.
No canvassing.
ed everywhere.
OfA. A. Jones, Attorney-At-LaGood pay.
Adv. Co.,
fice ia Crockett building, Bast Las
N. T.
Vegas, N. at.
FOR RENT.
DENTIITS.
furnished cottage on Na
uc-- A
Of. E. L. Hammond, Dentist,
eossor to Dr. Decker, rooms suite No.
tional street; inquire at 1112 Doug7. Crockett block. Offlce hours 9 te
las avenue.
11 and 1:30 to 6:00. L. V. 'Phone 239,
Cola tit.
FOR RENT Three or five furnish
ed rooms; apply 903 Main street.
HOTELS.
7111.
Central Hotel, Popular Rates, Clean
FOR RENT Two suits of, furnished
beds. Douglas avenue.
423
rooms for light bousekeplng,
HARNESS.
Tenth Btreot.

MINES, FARMS,

Mex-

RANGES,

five-roo-

.7-116-1-

NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION.

DWSJ0TU1

Land office at Santa Fe, N. M., July
15, 1903; homestead entry No. 5017.
Notice is hereDy given that the fol
lowing named settler has filed notice
of his intention to make final proof
in support of his claim, and that said
proof will be made before the U. S.
court commissioner at Las Vegas, N.

ETC,

Hon. and Mrs. Solomon Luna of
Los Lunas, left Thursday for California coast resorts, where they will visit
for eomo weeks.
O

JULY 20, 1903

Something for Mothers
to Think Uout.

Ooorf

"

OjPTIC

""

F. Grayson, Esq., formerly presi
dent of the Sliver City National bank,
will visit Santa Fe during the coming
week on financial business and also
in. connection
with the refunding of
the county debt of Santa Fe.
C.

M on September 1, 1903, viz. Simon
Garcia y Salaz, for the NE4 of Sec
tion 1. T. 14. R 23 E.
He names the following witnesses
to prove his continuous residence and
cultivation of said land, viz.:
Nasario Martinez, of Trementina, N.
M.; Vldal TruJIllo, of Trementina, N.
M.; Isabel Enslnas, of Trementina, N.
M.; Timoteo Martinez, of Trementina,
N. M.
MANUEL R. OTERO.
Register.

Lives of Suffering and
Sorrow Averted
HrJ

Hzsss cr.l Frcs;:ritf
tssrrtl ty

Da All Els3 Fails.

THE MEADOW CITY.
fiome Things About Laa Vegas Not
Oenerally Known to the
Outside World.
Las vogas,meanlng "The Meadows,"
s the county seat of San Miguel counX Ilea oi both sides of the Gallinas
1ver, and, with its suburbs, has about

Lungers in a Play: The invalid
child born Into the world with
soldiers at Fort Bayard, the United anEvery
Inherited or early developed tenStates general hospital for consump
dency to distressing, disfiguring hutives, gave a very successful presentamours of the skin, scalp and blood, betion of the melodrama, "Hlckey Farm," comes an
object of the most tender sothis week before a large audience. licitude, not only because of its sufferTbe play will be repeated next week in ing, but because of the dreadful fear
Silver City and Demlng.
that the disfiguration is to be lifelong
and mar its future happiness and prosTwo
Married:
Cattlemen
Two
perity. Hence It becomes the duty of
weddings took place In Silver City mothers of such afflicted children to acquaint themselves with the best, the
Wednesday in which four prominent
and most effective treatment
people residing at Cliff were tho par- purest
available, viz., The Cutlcura Treatment.
John Bell and
ties most Interested.
Warm bnths with Cuticura Soap to
Miss Pearl Weahunt were married at cleanse the skin and scalp of crusts and
scales, gentle applications of Cuticura
7 o'clock in the evening and two hours
to allay itching, Irritation
later T. J. Clark, Jr., son of a wealthy Ointment,
and inflammation, and soothe and heal,
ranchman, and Luck Cox, were made and mild doses of Cuticura Resolvent
man and wife.' All are prosperous and Pills, to cool the blood in the severer
cases, are all that can be desired for the
well
ranch and cattle people.
alleviation of the suffering of skin tortured I nf ants and children, and the comMimbres Flood:
Charles
Nelson, fort of worn-oparents.
Millions of women use Cuticura Soap,
a prosperous cattleman of the Upper
assisted by Cuticura Ointment, for preMimbres In Grant county says that a
serving, purifying and beautifying the
came
flood
Mimbres
down
the
large
skin, for cleansing the scalp of crusts,
scales and dandruff, and the stopping
Saturday and that several weeks pre- of
whitening
vious to that the second largest flood andfalling hair, for softening,
soothing red, rough and sore hands,
In the history of the valley swept for
and
rashes,
chafing,
itchlngs
baby
down, tearing out fences, but other In the form of washes for annoying
and for
and
Irritations
Inflammations,
wise doing only slight damage. There
sanative, antiseptic purposes
has been plenty of rain in that sec many
which readily suggest themselves.
tion, says Mr. Nelson, and the cattle
are in splendid shape.
to
the valwater

-

Document Blanks
FOR SALE BY THE

Las Vegas Publishing Go.
Justice of the Peace Blanks.
Subpoena
Summons
Writ of Attachment, Original
Writ of Attachment, Duplicate
Affidavit In Attachment,
Ortgin.il
Affidavit in Attachment, Duplicate,
Garnishee Summons, Original
Garnishee Summons, Duplicate
Bond in Attachment
Execution

Order to Garnishee to Pay
Garnishee Receipt
Affidavit in

Appearance Bond, Dls't Court
Garnishee, Sheriff's Offlce
Bond. General
Road Petition
Bond of deputy
Guardian's Bond and Oath
Administrator's Bond and Oath
Letters of Guardianship

Letters of Administration
Warrant to Appraisers
Summons, Probate Court
Justice's Docket,
Inch 100 p.
Justice's Docket, 8
inch 200 p.
Record for Notary Public
A True Bill
;
Springer Law (Pro. to Minors)
Bond for Deed

Replevin .
inhabitants.
Bond In Replevin
It has excellent water works, arc
stores, beautiful residences
Writ of Replevin
and Incandescent electric, light plant.
J. C Jones, The Harness Msker, Furnished room; Mrs. J. A. Lynn, 919
telephone exchanges, headquarters of
Appearance Bond
the Atchison railway system,
J'.ew
Bridge street.
Jackson ave.
7105-Peace Bond
Mexico division, together with rail
road machine shops and
Criminal Warrant
Furnished rooms for light housekeep
Application for Licenses
PRINTING.
worKs, stock yards and large sheepCriminal
ing, with bath, 1022 Fourth St.
of Survey
Complaint
Report
The Optic Job Rooms, Fine Comsneanng ana dipping plants.
Went of the river, the old town has
Mittimus
mercial printing.
Agreement Special Lease
the quaint and picturesque Mexican
FOK KENT Nicely furnished room,
Affidavit and Bond in Attachment,
Appeal Bond
RE8TAURANT8.
appearance adobe houses, narrow,
with privilege of light housekeeping,
s
crooked streets, native people and
Notice of Attachment
Original
at 918 8th St.
Duval's Restaurant Short Order-Reg- ular
customs, handicrafts and occupations;
Criminal Comp't for Search Way.
Affiadivit and Writ In Attachment
but tbe plaza and all of the new town,
meals. Centor street.
Two rooms for light housekeeping,
Notice for Publication
east of the river, constitute a distinc
Duplicate.
1008, Sixth street
tive
$8;
American city. The streets are Venire
TAILORS.
Citation
wide and well graded, while sidewalks
FOB RENT Furnished rooms for
Notice
of
Constable's
on
Exec
Garnishm't
Sale
with
trees.
abound, shaded
growing
J. B. Allen, The Douglas Avenue
rnree parks, filled with grass and
light housekeeping. 808 Fifth street
Notice
Bond
Ullor.
of
Sale
Forthcoming
198-ltrees, add to the beauty and healthfulCriminal Warrants
ness of tbe place. Handsome and
Indemnifying Bond
and Innumerable lawns, set In grass
SOCIETIES.
FOR RENT Four partly furnished
and adorned with jshrubbery and
houses; apply to the Club House or
General Blanks.
Eldorado Ledge No. 1, K. Of P
(lowers, combine to proclaim a cultur
181-tR. H. Oolke, Hot Springs.
ed community, possessed of all mod
Tery Monday at 8 p. m., at
???u
ern comforts and conveniences.
their Castle ball, third floor Clements FOR RENT A small
Warranty Deed
.
Notes, per 100
four room furn
Las Vegas Is the natural sanato
block, corner Sixth street and Grand
Wild Animal Bounty Claim
Warranty Deed, Special
ished bouse. Apply 920 Eleventh
- avenue.
rium of the United States, combining
J. J. JUDKINB, CO..
, R. C. RANKIN, K. of R. 8.
164-t- f
more natural advantages than any
street
Deed,
Sheep Contracts
Warranty
Corporation
SAUL ROSENTHAL, II. of ft".
other place in America. Her thermal Quit-claiDeed
Certificate
of Brand
keep
vlding
enough
FOR RENT Two furnished
rooms
waters are the equal of the Hot
o
until
Deed
next
for
soaked
Conductor's
Book Covers
JosMrs.
spring.
Mortgage
ley
Freight
light
Twenty-fiv- e
of
housekeeping.
while
her
climate
Arkansas,
Springs
excursionists arrived
V,"M LodS. No. 4,
B. Watrous, corner Fifth and
L0, "
Is Infinitely superior. There Is no
eph
Deed
In
In
in
a
car
Denver
Account
Cattle
Book
Relinquishment
Monir ovenlng at their National Ave., No. 723.
special
yesterday
147-t- f
s
Wild Rumor: It le stated upon the malaria, no excessive heat or cold, no
hall. Sixth street All visiting breth-- '
morning, and after a so journ of four
Road Supervisor's Book
of authority that the Phelps- - gnats, rata or mosquitoes. The air Is Mining Deed
best
toMT to111 to attend. 3. FOR RENT Two nicely furnished
hours continued on their way east
N- pure, dry, rarlned. and highly electri
' J- - ft MMkel, V. O.:
of
Sheriff's Day Book
rooms with kitchen privileges in ad- Assignment
Mortgage
whose
Iorh
extensive
5'
Dodge company,
fied a certain cure for consumption,
T. L Blwood, Sec ; w. B. Crltea,
ditlon. Inquire at 810 Douglas ave ward, nays the Denver News. The mining operations in southern Ari
of
Satisfaction
'' i
Mortgage
if
tbe
be
In
disease
Tbe
taken
time.
Receipt Books
l
Dearth.
nue.
Cemour
excursionists were a crowd from Mil zona
f
been the making of that hot waters are a specific for liver,
have
Chattel
of
Satisfaction
Mortgage
Mortgage
FOR RENT Orasa pasture on Mesa waukee who are Interested in the country, have been a clean cut pro skin, rheumatic and blood dlsordera
Chattel Mortgage, with Note
am An ait- n stltw
Chattel Mortgages with note form
twA
aueaun
vuaw we,
nv mil
jh
VUe Mexican King Gold and Copper Mln position to the Santa Fe, to buy their Her Montezuma hotel Is tho finest hos
Wfrt
Mto r- -- And Third PinnVi
take care of cattle, mules vit,
between
N. M
and
and
at
California
of
Tres
telry
Power
Chicago
Ing
company
Pledras,
Location Certificate Lode Claims
Attorney
mrm
mt
nsx
n.
Tld Grand avenue.
tf They are dn their way home after a line from Demlng tOiFierro and that If and Is situated la a beautiful canyon, Bill of Sale
Sixth street"t"lodge troom,
Vlsllln
'
me sania r e win not accept tneir oi- five miles from town, where the hot
Furnished Room Cards
brothers cordially Ivlted.
rig delightful visit to tbe property of the fer, they will build an Independent line springs, forty la number, come boil
A. A. MALONEY. Exalted Ruler. FOR HIRE, Cheap Team and
Bill of Sale, bound stock
Cards
For
Sale
company.
for campers. Vegas 'phone 326.
They left Milwaukee July
Besides this,
T. E. BLAUVELT, Sec.
of their own between these two points, ing to the surface.
Lease, long and short form
7 and expect to arrive at home to
St. Anthony's Sanitarlam, conducted
Township Plats, large
Phelps-DodgThe
company have been by the Sisters of Charity, and the Lease, M'ch'dise and Per.
Rsbekah Ledge, I. o. O.
morrow.
Litho.
MeeU
Pr'ty
Mining Stock Certificate
F,
For Rent.
preparing for some time past to open Plaza Sanitarium, conducted by Dr,
second and fourth
Deed
Trust
, .;
Protection
to Minors
Acts,
M.
of each month at thThursday evenings
D.
Willam
Is
Curtlss Bailey.
k.ii Nice offlce room, $7.00.
Record Broken: Cokle Sprlngle In up their properties at Flerro and it
Mrs. Sarah Roberts. N.
Mrs'. Bar 4 rooms
Las
Is the distributing solnt
Title
Bond
to
Vegas
now
are
said
to
about
Teachers'
d;
Mining
Property
Old
Monthly
Report
they
ready
unfurnished,
Town, $8. a game played on the Raton bowling
for nearly all New Mexico By the
J- Mn- .
Wertt, 5 room house on Tenth street, 110.
commence operations.
a
Contract
of
Forfeiture
School
Directors
of
a
score
Oath,
made
.
.
alley
Monday night
are,
AicntsDn system, she has connection
ttuiriey, Trees.
4 room house on Teuth street, $10.
with Kansas on the east, Colorado on
Bond of Butcher
275, which Is the highest score yet
Chattel Mortgages Renewal
Suit:
is
be
Laa Veaaa Saw,i
Big
Mining
Testimony
3 room adobo, Ninth street, $7.
the north, Arizona and California on Protest
made by any bowler in New Mexico,
Bills
of Sale Books
. Regular convocations
first Monday 5 rooms and bath, Tllden street, $18 and the second best record west of Ing taken before Referee Alvan N. the west, and Texas and Old Mexico
u uoniD.
ui
Escritura Garantizada
visiting companions 4 room house on Railroad avenue, $9, Chicago, a score of 281 having been White of Silver City in a suit to quiet on the south. Besides these, she has Notice of Protest
Kvuorii7 jnvuea. M. K. Williams, E
title to the Atwood mining properties more stage lines, connecting her with
Escrltura Sarantlyada
Warranty Deed, Spanish
H. E.
H. p.; c. II. Sporleder. Sec.
Storage room for household goods, made on a Denvor alley.
territory, than has any other
near Lordsburg. The suit is brought tributary
Carta do Venta
town in New Mexico. This territory
Declaration of Assumpsit
Stlngle, who has heretofore held the
Las- Veaaa
.
Cmmn
m
territorial record, raised his former by Samuel Bean against the Ameri- includes the entire section east snd Transfer of Location
m , , nv,
Office Certificates
Assay
t- .
Regular conclave second Tuesday MOORE,
Inveatmanl Co score of 2B8 to 268, and the same can Consolidated Copper company of south of the mountains, and com
Atfor
Power
Sale
Sheriff's
of
Moracounties
Acknowledgement
of
the
prises
Colfax,
m"ma'
New
York.
John Franklin of the law
(KK)
JTu
visiting knights
-vuiuwiiy
uougins Avonue.
evening mado an average of 208 In six firm
Taos, San Miguel, Santa Fe, Socorro, torney
weicumeo. jonn 8. Cla-E
Contracts
Partido
of
Hawkins
Sheep
ft
Clark,
Fall,
Dona Ana, Grant, Chaves, Lincoln, ant
games.
C.; Chss. Tamme. Roc.
FOR SALE.
Marriage Certificate
Franklin, represents the plaintiff and Eddy ,with parts of Valencia and Ber
Sheep Contracts Sale
Bill of Sale (under law Feb., '95)
Going to Mexico: Mr. and Urn Flake & Wilson, the defendants. A. nallllo a country larger than all New
Commitments
to Justice Peace
FOR SALE A four room house on
R Gibson, W. Z. McDonald and Mr. England. This takes In the famous
., Eastern Star, Regular Communlca- James
E.
will
Jeave
Proof of Labor
the
Leltoy
must
sold
during
at
be
$400,
lot;
once,
Court
ana iourin Thursday even
wh
Rio
nHD
of
the
less
and
the
valley
Grande,
Con
IBM of each month. All i.m.,.. k.,,. 1109 Eleventh street
early part of this week for Durango, Douglas, all of the American
6
famous, but not less excellent, valley
Acknowledgment
Timber Culture Affidavits
re and sisters are cordially Invited.
Mexico, where Mr. LeRoy will assume solldated Copper company, are pre- of tbe Peces the finest fruit sections
Mra. Julia Webb, worthy matron;
FOR 8ALE Seven two year old
Acknowledgment,
Corporation
sent
Witnesses to Pay Roll
to
their
of
also
give
of
the
the
U.
west
S.
duties
consul
in
testimony;
that city
Earnest Rrnwna w
u.. n
to
registered Hertford bulls; acclimated, to which position he was
Live
Gather
Stock
B. W. Randall of the Atwood
are
There
wholesale
Authority
Supt,
Orders to Pay Witness Fees
eight
large
Beoedict, Sec; Mrs. M. A. Howell. vaccinated and In fine condition. Ash
recently apbouses, whose trade extends throughReal
Estate
properties.
Mr.
Option,
came
New
to
pointed.
LeRoy
T
Quit Claim Mining Locations
out the Territory, and Into the ad- ley Pond, Jr., Watrous, N. M. 169-t- f
Mexico about a year ago from the
Bond
Official
while
volume
of
Title Bond Mining Property
Joining
the
sections;
The contest case of Relcbter vs.
this trade, and the value of the stocks Affld't Renewal Chattel Mortgage
Philippine Islands for the benefit of Pillars Is
Notice
of Mining Locations
MISCELLANEOUS.
occupying the attention of which they carry, cannot be duplicat
his health and was greatly benefitted
Affidavit
the register and receiver of the U. 8. ed west of Kansas City and south of
Unsecured
Proof
Debt
by bis sojourn In that health giving
land office and promises to continue Deaver. Three merchants' brokers
Mineral
Location
Notice
n.
WHY not have a new.
1
No.
Homestead
Final Proof
and health restoring climate. Part of
have selected the city as their dis
to do so yet today.
Plat
Township
his
Homestead
time
ho
near
Watrous
of
spent
amount
Applications
the
and
their
center,
,
umr a anaaea old English card at
Sandoval Sues Albright Upon ap tributing
yearly sales exceeding. In the aggrepart of It In the Tesuque valley near
Appointment of Teacher
Homestead Affidavits
laeupuo.
M. Sandoval, of AlbuJ.
of
combined sales of all other
plication
the
gate,
this city.
Teachers' Certificate
i
Road Petitions
such
In
Mexico.
New
brokers
Tbe
querque, elected assessor of Berna
W VEGETABLES. Home
grown
of Laa Vegas, are
retail
of
Appointment
merchants,
Deputy
Statements
lillo
Declaratory
Rio
at
the
Low:
1902.
Grande
November.
county
fresh from the garden. Leave or
Henry Gleason,
more numerous, and carry larger and
ders at Slaters' Convent for Bar
deputy collector and treasurer of Va election and whose office was de- better stocks of goods than do the ra
lencia county, reports that the Rio clared vacant by the board of com- tal! merchants of any other town In
Write for Complete Price List.
aey McNally.
Grande Is nearly dry at Ixis Lunaa missioners of Bernalillo county and this Territory or Arizona.
Las Vegas has two daily and six
and that the people are damming It George F. Albright, of Albuquerque,
ADDRESS
up to force the email stream to feed appointed to fill the same by that weekly papers, throe banks, three
and loan associations, six hothe aceqnlaa. This seems a strange board, Solicitor General E. L. Bart-let- t building
tels, many boarding
houses, nine
state of affairs in view of the fact
granted permission to use the churches,
a number of clubs,
that only a fow weeks ago a torrent name of the territory and his name and all of the leading civic and
was overflowing alt the lowlands in as solicitor general officially In pro- social societies; a roller flour mill,
s
FUNERAL
OUR
are
Las Vegas, New Mexico.
fifty barrels
per day:
,11
to be insti- capacity,
APPOINTMENTS
and we are (hat vicinity. This Is a most eloquent ceedings of
five
.establishments.
ready at all times to carry out orders argument In favor of a system of Ir- tuted by Sandoval against Albright, cleaning 3,000,000 pounds of wool an
in a thoroughly satisfactory manner. rigation for the Rio Grande valley. A and requiring the latter to show by nually; a
brewery and fortable sleep, under one or two Blake's, Sparks' Sanello, Roclada,
We have mado a close study of em few large reservoirs could have been what warrant and authority In law bottling establishment; a manufactory blankets. The sun will shine nine and other places, too numerous to
awweaBWSaawaWP
tWSBwaravLv
of mineral and carbonated waters; days out of every ten, the year round. mention, whero health can be recovbalming and our method is according filled from the big freshet thus pro- - he now assumes to exercise the duCSZZTZ9 ATTCtTIOM
three wagon and
sad This, with the extreme dryness of the ered, and life becomes a
to the most recent scientific discover
pleasure to
ties of the office of assessor of that die and harness carriage factories;
factory: a foundry, air, caused by the very slight precip the ennuye, the Invalid, the overies and modern practice.
county; Sandoval claiming and alleg- electric light plant three planing itation of moisture; the resinous aro worked business man.
G&TAFS,
This Territory Is rich In everything
ing that he Is the legally elected and mills, and other enterprises of less Im- ma, rolling down from the pine-claThe W. Id LEWIS COMPANY.
mountains; the large amount of elec- iron, copper, coal. lead, silver, gold,
COOKS BLOC!
qualified assessor. The pro- portance.
UNDEKTAM1S.
properly
Hostetter's Stomach Bitters has been
A city hall, four public school build- - tricity In the air. and the consequent that constitutes the wealth of nations,
ceedings will be brought In the seccourt-housMasonic temple, op- ozone resulting from the altitude; and mica, limestone, sandstone, marbles.
lugs,
before the public.
continuously
It
A Kansan never wants to have the
ond Judicial district court, over which era house, Territorial Normal
school the location of the town,
gypsum,saltsoda In endless variety and
has therefore enjoyed the confidence
S. Baker presides.
odor of the newly harvested wheat
and Territorial Insane asylum and pub by mountain and mesa thesa all con- exhaustless quantities, are among the
Benjamin
Judge
M MS HUM l MM AM ft
.fa.- of the people for half a century, a
w
.
lic
dmnwinrairinufi
buildings, constructed of red and spire to produce an atmosphere which several products of the country which
noticeable about his person, and for
tO II UlMUllftM.
All b . record unequalled by any other stomThe commissioner of patents has white sandstone, unsurpassed in beau- Is a balm to all diseases of the respi- Las Vegas commands. Sheep, cattle,
this reason always tries to appear
ty by similar edifices In any town, of ratory organs. The percentage of and lumber abound, an that in auk
ach remedy. Then surely It Is wor
f1k or U
Mln to rUi4.
.1mm
made the statement that he will not equal size. In tbe states.
One rame east recently
I
mp
oWnT metropolitan.
m koM.jwuW. am . MUn3
death from consumption is lower in of these prime articles of commerce
ti - m W M-MM. kO Mra'BI'IlM tNlW. and datthed Into a saloon and begged thy of a fair trial by everyone suffer Issue any patents on
"perpetThe latitude Is about tbe same as New Mexico than It Is anywhere else this city Is the best market In New
Loss of Appetite, Nausea, ual motion"
from
ing
the barkeeper to give him "a Scottish
machines, and that there that of central Tennessee, while the al In the United States; and no other Mexico. She handles more wool than
Heartburn, Dyspepsia, Indigestion, is no patent on one and that no pat- titude Is nearly 6,500 feet. This com place in New Mexico excels Las Vegas all the other towns in tha Tnrriton
IkatSlat, taUCAOO fit high ball at once,
please."
Constipation or Liver and Kidney ent on any part of one has been issued bination gives a peculiar, but most la the salubrity of Its climate. Asth- combined, while her commerce in hides
happy, result In tbe winter, during matics experience Immediate and per Is truly enormous. In tbe same way.
IIAIt VKHTI'.ICH, troubles. It positively cures. One for over 40 years.
she stands
the day, the thermometer seldom falls, manent relief, in this altitude
for her trade
,
CaJlroads promise to
It cutsfaud throws bottle will convince you of Its merit.
In the way of health and pleasure in grains, hay.
in the shade, below forty degrees,
and nth.
it In pile. One man
wick rsst Bt Louis in building em-- '
Coal Is found In over thirty counties while It often runs in the sunshine, to resorts, Las Vegas Is unrivaled. In a farm products; while her trade in Ice,
one
borne
ami
cuts
HOSTETTER'S
ILaseats to keep out the floods.
In Missouri.
degrees or even more. On radius of twenty miles. In romantic gainerea in me neignoonng mountain
The recent advance in sixty-fiviwiuhI toa corn lit ml.
the
hand. In the summer, the mountain glens and beside babbling canyons, extends east into Kansas
that help the public find It dor. lrl'P $12.
free.
value of coal lands Is certain to heat other
the
Is never oppressive, in the shade, mouutaln brooks, are the Las Vegas west into Arizona, and south Into old
STOMACH BITTERS. be an
New Process Mfg. Co., Lincoln, Kansas
i r trial Uca,
Important Item in that state.
and no night is too warm for com- - hot springs, Harvey's,
Porvenlr, Mexico.
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NOTICE.
She had thirteen million dollar .....
Notice is hereby given, that the
Placed in bonds, and eh area and
partnership lately exiatimg between
rente:
;
us, the undersigned J. G. Wagner and
ejuv
He had fifteen million dollar,
So they merged their sentiments. C. F. Myers, carrying on a general
Itae followlnc New Torn Mock auotaUons Now theyv'e raised a son who's valued hardware business at Las Vegas, N.
ore received by Levy Bras, (members
M., under the firm name of Wagner
of Trade), rooms! and I CrockAt exactly thirty cents.
V
ett Block, (Oolo. Phone WO, Las Vega Phone
Myers, has this day been dissolved
Tribune.
Chicago
ISO.) over their own urlvaie wires from New
by mutual consent. All persons in
Turk, Chicago and Colorado Springs;
N.
&
of the firms of Logan Bryan
I.
A Box of Old Coins Unearthed.
debted to said firm will pay said C.
and Chicago member New York Stock
and Chicago Board of Trade, and Wm.
A box of old coins supposed to hare F. Myers who has paid and discharged
A. Otis Co.. Bankers and Broker. Ooloradc
been burled by the Tories during the all debts and liabilities ot said firm.
Springs:
Oloie
Description
Dated July 15, A. D. 1903.
revolutionary period was recently unAmalgamated Copper..
one
on
earthed
laborers
by
J. G. WAGNER,
working
..1134
American sugar
Atchison Com
of the eastern railroads, but as the
C. F. MYERS.
pfd
coins were about two centuries old
B. ft O

i RKETJ

'

oorres-ponde-

B. K.

T

they would: probably have no more
vale today than many of the remedies
compounded for stomach, liver and
bowel disorders. It Is therefore neces... us sary, if you want to recover your
. SI
to be careful In the selection of
... m health,
... 65 a medicine that will restore the appe..106
the blood and cure bead-ach.. tffX tite, pnrify
indigestion, dyspepsia, constipa.. ft!
tion or liver and kidney troubles. You
"
will make no mistake if you will try
... a
Hostetter's Stomach Bitters because
... 65
... ISi it will positively cure these diseases.
... 70
Hundred's of people have voluntarily
..140
.. 45 testified to this fact during the past
.. Sl fifty years.

Chicago ft Alton Com..

fTI

O.
Oolo. Sou

" " first
"
tod

0. Q. W

O.ft

pfd
pfd

O

Brie

t pfd
L4N
Mo.

Pac

Norfolk

rac. nail..

m

Com

Beading
B. 1 Com
Dfd.
Republic Steel and Iron
'
'
"

pfd...

at. p
B. P
Southern By
" "pfd
T. 0. I
Tex. Pac.
V. P
V. P. pfd
C. 8.B

...

..
..
..

pfd
Wabash com
Wabash pfd
WD.....".
Hex. Cent

taS- Grain

..

48

Cholera

Sept.

75

14; Sept.

48

Dec. 48.

Oats July

37;

"Vu..;

87

and Provisions.
1--

32

20,000.

76

'

Close July 20, 1903.
Wheat July 75
Dec. 75

Corn July

ii'i

record-breakin-

&)

Manhattan':...
Wis. Cent.
" Pfd
'

m

Bellefontalne, O., claims to have had
swarm of bees rea
One was captured which
cently.
weighed 12 V4 pounds, and it Js esti
mated that there were 60,000 bees in
It.
The average swarm has about

.'. 2sj

"

-

&

28
15

Sept.

31

3--

1--

Pork Sept. 114.30.
Lard July $7.75; Sept.
Ribs July $7.37; Sept.

i

Infantum.

This has long been regarded as one
of the most dangerous and fatal diseases to which infants are subject. It
can be cured, however, when properly
treated. All that is necessary is to

5--

1--

give Chamberlain's Colic, Cholera and
Dec. Diarrhoea Remedy and castor oil, as
directed with each bottle. For sale
by all druggists.

$7.92.
$8.40.

American Stocks Abroad.
NEW YORK, July 20. There is
strong hope that the senate finance
committee will be able to draft a bill
which will be acceptable to both the
senate and the house ot the extra

It is now reported that gold has
been discovered in the oil fields near
Harwood, Texas. The discovery was
kept quiet until options could be secured on all the surrounding property, and now there is no chance for
"1903ers."
(

7

Aa an evidence of democratic good
Night Was Her Terror.
"I would cough nearly all ' night
faith, the Folk clubs should begin to
wheel lato line.
long," writes Mrs. Chai. Applegate,
of Alexandria, Ind., "and
uld hardly
(Homestead Entry No. UM.) '
got any sleep. I had consumption so
NOTICE FOB PUBLICATION.
bad that If I walked a block I would
Land office at Santa, Fe, N. M., June 10, cough frightfully and spit blood, but,
1903.
.
when all other medicines failed, three
Notice Is hereby given that the follo- $1 bottles of Dr.
King's New Discovery
wing-named
settler has filed notice
wholly cured me and I gained 58
of his intention to make final proof in
It's absolutely guaranteed
pounds."
support of his claim, and that said to cure Coughs, CoMs. La Grippe,
proof will be made before U. S. Court Bronchitis and all Throat and Lung
Commissioner at Las Vegas, N. M., on Troubles.
Price 50c and $t. Trial
'
July 25th, 1903, viz:
bottles free at all Druggists.
V1DAL DURAN
NW
Sec. 9, T. 16N, R. 14E.

for the
Missouri will be in luck next yeartf ' He names the following witnesses
the choice is between a republican to prove his continuous residence upstate ticket and a Folk ticket
on and cultivation of said land, viz:
Julian Coca, of Mineral Hill, N. M.;
USE ALLEN'S FOOT EASE'
Tomaa Benavidez, of Mineral Hill, N.
A powder to be shaken into the
M.; Juan de'Dlos Lucero, of Mineral
shoes. Your feet feel swollen, nerv
N. M.; Benito Crespin, of Mineral
ous and damp, and get tired easily. Hill,
N. M.
Hill,
If you have aching feet, try Allen's
' MANUEL R. OTERO,
rests
and
the
It
feet
186 30t.
Register.
makes new or tight shoes easy. Cures
aching, swollen, sweating feet, blist
NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION.
ers and callous spots. Relieves chil
Department of the Interior,
blains, corns and bunions of all pain
Land Office at Santa Fe, N. M..
and gives rest and comfort Try It to
June 16, 1903.
day. Sold by all druggists and shoe
Notice is hereby given that the
dealers, 25c. Don't accept any sub- following-namesettler has filed notice
stitute. Trial package Free, Address Pt his Intention to make final
proof
Allen S. Olmsted, LeRoy, N. Y.
in support of his claim, anJ that said
will be made before the United
A man in Kansas City recently wan proof
States Commissioner at Las Vegai,
dered into a barroom and looked the
N. M, on July 27, 1903, viz:
place over. He saw a fine lot of mint
FERMIN SALAZAR,
on the bar, thought it was what he
of Trementlna, N. M., for the NW
wanted, and asked for a "dozen of SE
SB
SW
and S
of SB
them tomato plants."
Sec. 25, T. 15N., R. 23 E.
He names the following witnesses
Mother Gray's Sweet Powder
to prove bis continuous residence upon
for children. Mother Gray, for years
nurse in the Children's Home in and cultivation of said land, viz:
Jose Abran Salazar of Trementlna,
New York, treated children successN. M.; Mileclo Sanchez of Las Vegas,
a
now
and
with
fully
remedy,
prepared
N .M.; Feliberto Sanchez of Tremenplaced in the drug stores, called
Mother Gray's Sweet Powders for tlna, N. M.; Sesarto Sanchez ot TreChildren. They are harmless as milk, mentlna, N. M.
MANUEL R. OTERO,
pleasant to take and never fall. A
190-3Register.
certain cure for feverlshness, consti
pation, headache, teething and stom
ach disorders, and remove worms. At
all druggists, 25c. Don't accept any
...HACK LINE...
substitute. Sample sent Free.
Best Back Service in the city. Meet all
S. Olmsted, LeRoy, N. Y.
attended to.
trains. Calls sre

IIEKRY LORBIZER
Successor to A. O. SCHMIDT
Manufacturer of

iI HmrmatMmmlna a tmmeiml-(jVf AsastfAt

r.

AT FtHlMTAIH BQVAM

that

Filters
The Sutton Tripoli stone filter
removes all Impurities from water
and delivers a plentiful supply. Is
perfectly simple, Instantly clean-able- .
See It working at The Optlo
office.
For sale by S. P. Flint
Prices $2 to it. Central hotel.

Before PlaclngjYour Order
See Those Nobby

Pueblo, Colorado Springs and Denver.
No. 0031 leaves La Junta. lt; p. m. Arrives
Pueblo MO D, m. : Colorado Surlnsa IHn in.
Denver p. m.

Santa rebranch trains connect with Nos.

S, T and 8.
Roundtrln tickets to nolnu not omw las ma.
pel cent rsdnctloa
Commutation tickets between Las Vara and
Hot Springs 10 rides l.OO.Oood (0 day
10

D. & R. Q. System

RllSSell,

Tim Tabla No. 71.
lEffectlva Wednesday April 1,

1003.

DALLAS

warn sornD
sopnd
Ncl.CS
!:00 am..Lv
Snnt. Pa Sm Hues 6:30 pro
11:00 a IU..1.V ,BNianoln.'.Ar.!84.
3:00 pm
an
1:06 n m l.v
Wmloiri,. a
" an ..10:05 rn
4:40 pm.Lv .Tpna PlHriMMi
8:3 ptn,.Lv ...Aiitonlto. .Ar.ia." , 7 91am
8:50 u m I.v Aian.iwa... Ar IM .6:10 am
3:06 am..Lv
17
1:37am
7:15 am..Ar .. Denver.. ..Lv.40t.',." 9:90pm
No.

TAILOR.

!:(

.

FCITI yC3TH

la Texas and U South-wes-t.
and la
tola trala Is sew
Bade op ot the least aqaipsaeat, provided
with eleetrto Vrhw and all otker modern
traveling oonvsnnaosa. It runs via oar now
Aad prlaalpal poiat

SOBWlelM

Eed diver
verv

.

Trains run dally rxcept Sunday.
Connections with the main line anil
branches as follows:
At Antonlto for Durango, Sllrorton and all
points In the San Juan country.
At Alamosa (with standard gauge) for La

the puns

valley,'.

J& VEGAS

r

..,.:,.;;...-.---

east.
For further information address the under.
signed.
Through

W. Bobbins, Ueneral Agent,
Santa Fe, N M.
8, K. Uoopbh. G, P. A.,
11.

Denver, Cola

m
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Our Customers.
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MONTEZUMA
AND

BATH

A HEALTH

-

Our Pride's in
Our Printing

In marble and brown stone.
All work guaranteed, '
Tarda, corner Tftrth street and
Douglas avenue.
r
MILES SWEENEY,

""

Dealer

"PLAZA
PHARMACY"

X

In

DRUGS, HEDICINES and CHEMICALS.
Patent medicines, sponges,

eyrlngeg, Buapa, combi and brushes, perfumery, fancy and toilet articles and all goods usually
kept by drugiflits. Physicians' prescriptions carefully
and all orders correctly answered.
Goods selected
with great care and warranted as represented.

Las Vegas, New Mexico,
MMMMIIMMIIMIMIHMMMIIIIIIIMIIIIMM

Prop.

Tent City, Coronado Beach, California.

Go West to the Ocean
California's summer Climate
finest
k

t

rusrir;jnitfm'ff

ay

Monuments

ft

Ths Past

This famous resort affords sumptnons accommodations at masonable prices. The
Montozuuiit can roDiinrtiihlv pmvliln for Mivnriil Imwlrrrt
Las Vcirii Hot
WW runny mil iniwmrjr
moUtlMMII TOSOris, and DM ID Con- ,riiK a modernmJlioHOltal.
nct.lon
and enniiM'Ifiit iukkj
physicians end uuhmh, tint Mnntr.uma
rancn anu hoi nouava. niao parks ftud Bdjaront ennvnna that an nnrlvallful In Itwnu.
rliflil altitude, a purfWt
ty. It has evry (swnllHl--lli- (i
attractive surround
luirs. medicinal waters and ample opportunity fi r mrvul luu. The Ideal place for a
tPutniH. i uituur iiuurijiaMirai gladly lurmaniMl,
W. E. TALBOT, Manager.
W. H HINTON, A. B., M. O., Medical Director.

"
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km try IN niiwnl Wstsr Baths . Baths at all hinds glvsa.
Baths anrtvalM Isr Kktaautkm.
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Las Vegas Hot Springs,

t
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Good for

IS THE

com nvfzzrrct

Printing

Avmnum,

Las Vegas, Raw Ulaxloo

j

I

There is in

to

620 Douglas

-

passengers from Santa Fa In
standard gauge sleepers from Alamosa Can
berths
have
reserved on application.

RETAIL PRICES!

OFFtCCi

asoUUve

camps of Cripple Creek and Victor.
At Pueblo, Colorado Springs and Denver
with all Missouri river lines for all points
m

AGUA PURA

under she gaaaamcaent of frad, Rarvey.
Vail lafomsauoa as toraaseaadaOaWiaol
a trip via tela new route will he o anally
appUcastoa, by aay rages.
rsraisaea, i

le

FAM0US

2.000 lbs or more each delivery, 10c per 100 lbs
"
15c per 100 lbs
1.000 to 2,000 lbs. "
"
"
to
200
20c per 100 lbs
1,000 lbs
"
to
"
50
200 lbs.
25c per 100 Ids
" 30c per 100 lbs
Less than 50 lbs
"

Ce!i Circrvcsa Cera

At Sallda with main line (standard gauge)
for all points east and west including Lead-vlland narrow gauge points between Sal
lda and Orand Junction.
At Florence and Canon City for the gold

Mur-phey'-

THAT MADE

Civlin.

amtlte&e known to sandera ear
building sad railroading has been assnloyod
In the ataka-a- p
of this Sorvlos, taohMuas;

Veta, Pueblo, Colorado Springs and Denver
also with narrow gauge tor Monte VlitaJDel
Norte Creeds and all points Initio San Luis

Mountain Ice

e

fast innin

o:aLAi:cr.3A CITY.

AST

livery stable,

a nnv;

Santa Fe Branch

'

r.---

No, ? Is Nortnern California train r....in.
Pul'man and Tourist iWwh nrf rih.i.
Oars for San Francisco; also carries sleeper
tor El Paso. Arrives Albuquerque 10:04 p.
m. uonnecuon ror m Paso, Doming and Sil
ver vnj. waves Albuquerque 11:00 p. m.
Arrives Kl Paso T:U a. m.i Demlns ?:Ua.m.
Silver City 10:15 a. m.
No, 8 Is throujrh train for Chlrjirnrunln.
Pullman and Tourist sleenora and Chair m.
Arrive La Janta 11:95 a. m. Connection (or

Good in the Pleco
to select from. . . .

promptly

L. Oooley's

strlvalits p. m. Dtp 1:10 p. a.
I'm. arrlva 1.53 a. at. Dap. M a. m.
wbt saum,
Elegant Pullman Standard and TourNo.I fas., arrive U: p.m. Dap l:li p.m. ist Sleepers, Free Reclining Chair
No. T Pass. arrlTS 4:90 p. m.
.
i.js p. m. Cara and Day Coaches on all trains.
Dining Car Service Unexcelled.
Hos. and t carry t'ullmaa cars
only.
No. t Is the local train east honnd;
.
Call on nearest agent for full Infor
rles Pullman sleeper for UenTer, Kansas City mation or
address the undersigned.
and Chicago; also tourists cars. This train
N. B. For handsomely
Illustrated
arrives I Junta 10:80 p. m. Connection for booklet
descriptive of
Pueblo, Colorado Springs and Denver
CLOUDCROFT,
:
U1U.DI leavea La Junta
a. m. arrive
Pueblo 5:15 a. m. Colorado Springs 1:40 a. m tbe Premier Summer Resort of the
Southwest, send four cents postage to
Denver 0:90 a. m.
A. H. BROWN,
No. 1 s a local train
and Is a
General Passenger Agent,
Southern California train. MFriM Putin.
C P.-- System,
sleeper and Tourist slespers and Chair Car
El Paso, Tex.
for Los

Between St. Louis and Kansas City sad,

Spring Suits

OAR RHODES'
at M.

Jfm.

Angeles.

A FILTER

1--

Office

SASTBODan.
No.
No. a

In connection, with tue
ISLAND SYSTEM.
Is the short line between EL PASO,
the GREAT SOUTHWEST and KANSAS CITY, CHICAGO,. ST.. LOUIS,
MEMPHIS and principal points EAST,
NORTH and SOUTHEAST.
ROCK

west-bou-

swswst

d

For a lazy liver try Chamberlain's
session.
Stomach and liver Tablets. They inJ. J. Hill says the North Western vigorate the liver, aid the digestion,
A Kansas sheriff entered a saloon
roads will have more wheat traffic regulate the bowels and prevent bullous attacks. For sale by all drug- recently and the barkeeper asked him
than ever before.
what be would take. The sheriff took
The purchase of the Clover Leaf gists.
47 cases of beer.
Kansas Is a thirsty
will make the Grand Trunk a feature
Queen Wilhelmina's favorite amuse state.
In export wheat traffic from St Louis.
ment Is taking photographs.
She
The receiver of the ship building
HARVEY'S MOUNTAIN HOME
about on foot,snapping a passing
goes
to
is
company
oppose the
preparing
Is the Ideal summer resort for rest,
peasant, a group of children coming
application for foreclosure and the from school.or a
a good time. Home cook
bit of scenery when- health and
committee
will
Conklin
unlimited spply of Jersey milk
cooperate.
with
ing
ever an agreeable subject presents
and butter. Burros free for riding.
Resumption of trade activity in Iron
and steel is expected to be in full
Delightful trips in every direction.
swing by Aug. 1,
No man or woman in the state will Carriage goes out Saturday mornings
Bond houses did some investment hesitate to speak well of Chamberlain's returns Friday; $10 for the week, inbuying recently on account of conces- Stomach and Liver Tablets after once cluding passage. Leave word at
Wooster's or Ilfeld's. Address
sions of offering prices.
trying them. They always produce
H. A. Harvey, Las Vegas, N. M.
tf .
movement
The steel corporation owns seventy-fivof
the
bowels,
pleasant
ore
of
fields
improve the appetite and strengthen
per cent of the best
The story is now going the rounds
the digestion. For sale by all drug
this country.
that
Cardinal Vlncenzo Vannutelli is
e
Twenty-fivroads, for second week gists.
fond of bridge whist and plays many
of July, show an average gross inA tradesman has been elected to the games at the bomesj ot American
crease of 14.82 per cent.
Spanish Cortes for the first time in friends in Rome.
London prices are barely steady.
He Is Jamie Angles, and
Twelve Industrials declined .63 per its historyare 8lckly.
Many School Children
a
trade.
cent and twenty railroads declined .70 is cooper by
Sweet
for
Mother
Powders
Gray's
e i
Children, used by Mother Gray, a
per cent.
Driven to Desperation,
nurse in Children's Home, New York,
Living at an out of the way place,
CHICAGO, July 20. Cattle steady remote from civilization, a
break up Colds in 24 hours, cure feveris
family
to strong. Good to prime steers, $5.10 often driven to
desperation In case of lshness. Headache, Stomach Troubles,
.& $.560; poor to medium, $4.00
in Burns, Cuts, Teething Disorders, move and regu
accident, resulting
$5.50; stackers and feeders, $2.50
Wounds, Ulcers, etc. Lay In a supply late the bowels, and Destroy Worms
Ct.,
$4.50; bulls, $2.25
$4.35;; calves, of Bucklen's Arnica Salve. It's the Mrs. Emily Maronn, Merlden,
"It is the best medicine in
says:
$3.00
$6.00; Texas fed steers $3.25 best on earth. 25c at all druggists.
the world for children when feverish
$4.75.
Samuel R. Cox, 82, recently died at and constipated." Sold by all drug
Good to Bristol, Pa. He had lived all his life gists or by mall, 25c. Sample sent
25 lower.
Sheep 15
choice wethers, $3.50
$3.90; fair to in that place,' and had never spent a Free. Address Allen S. Olmsted, Le
choice mixed, $3.00
$3.50; western night outside the house in which he Roy, N. Y.
$3.90; native Iambs, was born.
sheep $3.00
A swell colored wedding at Empo
$5.90.
$3.00
ria, Kan., has been indefinitely post
O'
No Pity 8hown.
poned owing to the curiosity of the
New York Stock Letter,
"For years fate was after me con- groom being aroused over a stick ot
NEW YORK, July 20. We would tinuously" writes F. A. Gulledge, Verdynamite.
be glad to be able to say that liquida bena, Ala. "I had a terrible case of
Valuable Time Saved.
in
Piles causing 24 tumors. When all
tion has run its course and to be
cured
a position to come right out and state failed Bicklen's Ara.ca Sa'-.-sugnt injuries often disable a man
and all and cause several days' loss of time
that the market has struck bottom mo. Equally good f r
when blood poison develops,
and that any of the good stocks on aches, and pallid 0.,
r,j at all and
sometimes
results in the loss of
the list are now a purchase for a good Druggists.
hand or limb. Chamberlain's Pain
in
when
we
time
see
but
n:mey
rise,
The casualty
she- 58 dead Balm is an antiseptic liniment. When
active demand to carry over into the
to cuts, bruises and burns It
new year at 6 per cent and the lead and 3431 Injured as the result of the applied
causes them to heal quickly and with
Amerimethod
Chinese
of
cultivating
Ing railroad companies of the country
out maturation, and prevents any dan
can Independence.
an the market for loans and Borne
ger of blood poison. For sale by all
interests paying that rate to London Very Remarkable Cure for Dlarrohea.
druggists.
bankers and still no outside specula
"About six years ago for the first
Homestead Entry No. 4963.
tive or Investment demand of any im time In my life I had a sudden and
NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION.
portance we cannot see our way clear severe attack of diarrhoea, says Mrs.
Land Office at Santa Fe, N. M.
to do so, but are more inclined to ad' Alice Miller of Morgan, Texas.
"I
June 23rd, 1903.
we
have got temporary relief but it came back
vise further on policy which
Notice Is hereby given that the fol
maintained the past two months and again and again, and for six long
settler has filed notice of
Total years I have suffered more misery and lowlng-nameespecially the past fortnight.
his Intention to make final proof in
2
I
can
was
worse
closed
It
than
tell.
per
733,200;
agaony
money
sales,
than death. My husband spent hun- support of his claim, and that said
cent.
dreds
of dollars for physicians' pres- proof will be made before the probate
Tortured.
Brutally
clerk of San Miguel county at Las
A case came to light that for per criptions and treatment without avail.
N. M-- , on August 6tb, 1903, viz:
slstent and unmerciful torture has Finally we moved to Bosque county, Vegas, GREGORIO GARCIA
one
I
our
and
hapJoe
home,
never
been equaled.
day
present
perhaps
for the SE
Sec. 15, T. 13 N., R.
Goloblck of Colusa, Calif., writes: pened to see an advertisement of 22
E.
"For 15 years I endured Insuffirable Chamberlain's Colic, Cholera and DiHe names the following witnesses
pain from Rheumatism and nothing arrhoea Remedy with a testimonial of to prove his continuous
residence
relieved me though I tried everything a man who had been cured by It. The
cultivation of, said lanJ
and
upon,
own
case
was
to
so
similar
that
Electric
my
Bitters
came across
known,
viz:
and it's the greatest medicine on I concluded to try the remedy. The reJuan Qulntana of Las Vegas, N. M.;
'could
I
wonderful.
was
few
sult
A
bottles
trouble.
hardly
earth for that
Madrid of Las Vegas, N. M.
Precillano
beor
was
I
well
realize
that
again,
of it completely relieved and cured
Martinez
of Las Vegas, N,
Benlgno
me." Just as good for Liver and Kid lieve It could be so after having sufM.; Juan Garcia ot Las Vegas, N. M.
one
of
fered
bottle
but
so
that
long,
ney troubles and general debility.
MANUEL R. OTERO,
Only 50c. Satisfaction guaranteed by medicine, costing but a few cents,
Register.
all
sale
cured
For
me."
by
druggists.
all Druggists.

Santa Fe Time Table.

Yt--

EASTERN

PASO-NORT-

--

and Dealer in all kinds of
Waft Afarfevaf, ami ffaavw Mswf

Foot-Eas-

1--

CL

Surf-bathing-

1

h

in

the So,nu Fe.
ocean breezes
d

Cool Trip on

snow-cappe-

You can buy a combination

the world.
Sierras.

round trip ticket to Coronado this
railroad and Pullman fare, meals en route, one day at
Grand Canyon, and two weeks' board and lodging at Coronado
Tent City at a very low price.
Tent City Is a popular Southern California summer seaside resort.
Write for foil particulars about this drllghtfnl vaoattoa trip.
"
TT
W. J. L VC AS.
Atchlaon, Topoka

Santa

r. Ry.

t)ailta

li O U

.

m
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FORT

(Concluded From Page One.)

Oraat loom end aato, jet samples OR. OHO. L IUSHNELL TRANSdimities at M yards for 69e at Ro
FERRED TO FORT WOAN.
sea thai Bmf
Important Remit That May Come to
Everybody i expected to attend
Las Vegas. Project to Secure Govthe Fraternal Colon. dance at the
ernment Nsvsl Hoepital In Las
Uonteznma Casino oa the 24th
Vega a.
this month, ;

Of

.

A great many people in Las Vegas
L. H. Hofmelster and family are
heard from at Los ngejos. They are will bear with lively interest that Ma
pendlng toe summe months by the jor George E. Bushnell, poet surgeon
at Fort Logan, Colorado, has been
California MMhor cw,
made chief surgeon at the govern
This evening's Optic contains
racnt surgeon at the government Ban
supplement plsture of Pope Leo XIIL atorlum for consumptive soldiers at
Additional copies, printed on heavy Fort Bayard. Dr. Busbnell, It will be
cardboar can be obtained at tbe remembered, Is the gentleman, . wbo
made the very favorable reports con
cernlng Las Vegas as a location for
My name's Brander and I'm from
military post. His friendship to Las
Texas. I am with A Texas Steer and
and hl belief in our climatic
Vegas
If you want to see me call on the man conditions may result In something
at the box office at the opera house of much Importance to the city.
July urn. ,
Here Is the situation. There is
sanatorium for soldiers at Fort Bay
A camping party incluMig Harry
ard, a sanatorium for tbe merchant
Kelly and son, Dan, and W. 0. Hodges marine
at Fort Stanton. There Is no
Santa Fe purchasing agent, and bis
sanatorium for the navsS department.
on, left tbts morning for the Rio
The experiment of sending naval
Pueblo country
patients to Fort Bayard has proven
because
tbe
treasurer of unsuccessful chiefly
Leopoldo Sanchez,
taxed to provide accom
are
quarters
Leonard Wood county, was In town to
modatlons to the soldiers. The gov
day consulting District Attorney Da
ernment is likely to establish a third
Vis Id regard to the new county's pro
sanatorium In New Mexico. The con
posed issue of bonds.
and
Fort
dltlons at Fort Bayard
climatic phenomena are
Messrs. Wheeler, Winnings ft Ho Stanton, the
almost identically tbe same with
tter, the Newsboy's Trio, will give aa
those at Las Vegas. Already a move
o
entertainment at the Montezuma
ment
baa taken shape to induce tbe
tnla evening Introducing the lat
government sanatorium. Dr. Bush
est songs and dances.
nell may be depended upon to favor
J. A, Brinle?, proprietor of tbe Mid this city, not because of any Interest
land Pbarnwr of Kansas City, who be may have here, but because be
la a sufferer from rheumatism lias Is convinced (hat tbe advantages for
come to Las Vegas u
take
the such an Institution In this vicinity
are euporlor to those anywhere else
mineral baths up at Hot Springs.
In tbe territory,
A force; of men are engaged today
THE COMET.
in moving the Record Job cylinder
press Into Ta, Optic Job rooms, there
Stellar Object Now Visible to the
by adding another Jarge piece of m
'
Naked Eyt In the Northesitern
of this
cblnery to tbe equipment
Hesvene.
'
,
plant
Ca-aln-

.

.

A Texas Steer will soon be running
at large In tbe city anj the police offl
esrs are. requested not to arrest it
and put U la the atty pound at It will
be needed badly at the opera bouse,
- .
,i
July Mtfc- Miss Hattle Bazzlnsky, Mrs. Na
than Baulnsky and three children
are hero from VJcksburg, Miss., to
apend tbe remainder ol tbe summer
with Mrs. Banlnsky'a sister,
Mrs
Ben Lewis.
J. W, Hunter, claim agent for the
Elkhorn came in on No. 1, for a visit
among old friends.. Mr. Hunter, one
of Las iVegas' "oM timer'' was a
partner of Mr. Cooley in the livery
business In former days.

t. O. O. F. will have installation of
tonight All members and
visiting brothers invito to attend. A
cordial invitation is extended to the
Daughters of Rebekab to be present
at tbe lodge rooms after installation.
Officers

The pushing contractors and Jobbers, Henry ft Sundt, are finding their
bands full these days both In the
planing mill and the cornice and tin
hop. These two factories of theirs
enable them to undertake work of all
kinds in tbe building line.

Have you seen tbe comet? It is
now visible in the eastern sky between 9 and 10 o'clock. One should
face the northeast and look upward
more nearly north tban east and
look upward toward
point about
halt way between the borlion and tbe
zenith.

It
North

la

moving
Btar, and

rapidly toward the
also westward. It

was discovered by Borelly of Marseilles on June 21, being then only a
telescopic object Though it has been

increasing in brightness with quite
extraordinary rapidity, the glare of
the full moon has kept it from being
easily seen with tbe naked eye.
The nucleui of the comet s small
and bright, and Is surrounded by an
extensive nebulosity, which can be
easily seen In a good opera glass.
This evening the comet should be
Just beyond the summit of the North
ern Cross.
To the uuasBleted eye the comet
111
appear as a hazy patch of light.
An acute eye should be able to do
tect the tall, projecting away from
the sun. It la predicted that It will
be tbe brighten comet in the last ten
years.
DISTINCTION WON.
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soon arrive.
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LOOK
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"crank-turnin-

"
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you

don't need to turn a crank in order to

y

V
1

A
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1
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ON ALL MUSLIN UNDERWEAR.
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The XXth CENTURY FREEZER
while It stands in
freezes

I

m

Wash Silks

or
g
without
the nail
repacking.
and
Simply put IP the ice and salt
mixture and leave it alone.
When the cream is frozen as hard
as it is desired, it is removed easily and
slices.
cleanly, ail ready to serve in
The whole secret hes in tne waywe
XXth CENTURY FREEZER is con
structed.
..... a
Tt..
. UU J M la made of IndurS- I
a
a
mlrf .lreetis
us. usai
auv
r all
I
the cold in and all the heat
out.
r uiv iuivv narts.w In nail and the cylinder tnai noios
the mixture, and cover.
Ea
tn tiiw. easv to clean"" and far
more satisfactory than any other freezer
on the market, no matter how much
it costs.
Four sizesmaking from three pints
to four quarts.
The prices are low enougn to sun
almost any depth of pocket-boo- k
$1.50, $1.75, $2, 3.
V

Per Cent Discount

50

iob.

ITo need to go without it now

crank-turnin-

I7ic Lawns

39c a

Yard

All Vcloto ef Actual Cost,
OOc Drop-Sllt-ch

--

Hats

100

I

iworth

ch

a Yard

10c

Hosiery, 20c

frm $4.so to i8.oo,

35

Red Trading Stamps With All Purchases.
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FOR SALE BY

BACHARACH BROS.
Hotoi.
Opposite
IN
DROP
WHEN
AT THE DEPOT.
m
Oamtanedm
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THE PLAZA.

Cool Clothes are Cheap Now

J

SEE
SOME

iHIMUMMMttMt'

III Ml Ml

Illlllllllllliiiiiiiiiiifciiniiim

Why Sweat?

ii-irmjr-

PRICES.

f

A Great Reduction Sale on all

!

Our
and
and Summer Suit.

Most Attractive

Sprin

lot
3694,
Suits, were $10.00,
lot No. 3641,
Suits, were 18.50,. . . . f.
1 lot No. 3600,
Suits, were 18.50,
1 lot No. 3658. 2- piece Suits, were 17.50,
1 lot No. 3550, 2 piece Suits, were 17.50,
1 lot No. 2156. 3- piece Linen Suits, were 10.00. ,
Crash Suits, were 15.00. .
Hot No. 2147,
1 lot No. 2212,
Crash Suits, were 94.00 :
Crash Suits, were 13.50. .
Hot fro. 2151,
lot No. 3550' Coats and Vests only, were 17.50
1

apS

Sale of
High Character j
Ilert, Cshaffmr

4

j
.now $8.00
A. now 7.00
..

'

1

...now
.

.now

...now
...now
...now

...now
...now
...now

)

&

.

7.00
6.50
6.60
5.00
3.7
3.00
2.00
6.00

r.lcrx Cults

Tho label H. S. A 7 on our stock of
those grand suits Is m positive guarantee that they are made Jry the most
renowned olothlers. Those garments
are all hand tailored, bearing distinction, ehganoo and artlstlo work.
princely amrmentm are positively worth mnd

Then
mold In the bam I oloihlng homem today at
$20. The entire aaaortmant goam In thht

iiiiiiiiiiiiiiii

iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiinmiM
am,

$22.50 and

QJJmQfJ

aM

aMft am

mm.

R.EICH ra COMPANY.

X

Happy Dito for Warm Dqyo.

Look for our Largo Dills

We have

M. GREENBERGER.
waM9ftffl
x Some Dealers
A
-

J

v4

$ "Great Majestic Range."

I
"?

I
I

t
I
I

I JT EVERYDAYl
I1

Oreen Vegetables
Country L"gys.....

IP

PERFECTION"
than any other range
made, we know what
we are talking about
and ran back it up.
Majestic Kanges are
handled by dealers
only- - never by peddlers.

I

,

fpAPEN'S.f
CAST END

Why? There is none
better, anil we still
handle It. When we
toll our friends that
tho Majestic Hungf
is nearer

LUDWIG WM. ILFELD,

Brownovlc- h-I
understand
your husband is seriously ill.
Mra- -

show yon a different range
very year, enoh of course
is the 11 EST. Usually
the range does not live up
to their talk and they
change ranges. When we
nnxntul business we search
ed for the lMMt riuiKii in
the world, regardless of A
cost. We decided on the

3

niMMIIIMMIM.

II

IIIMIMMMIIIMI

I

Or

BR.IDGE.

ARBAGE CANS are required
by law. We will make to order any size wanted.
Shop
corner Grand and Douglas
avenue. HENRY A SUNDT.
Vegas 'Phone 109.

MPERIAL RESTAURANT Is the
favorite dining place of our best
people those who enjoy . good
cooking aae? good servlco. 501

just received
line of
Ladies' Belts that sell
on sight at
25c 30c 50c
75c 56c 9.'lc .
a new

THE BOSTON CLOTUIliG ilOiJSE

Mr.
Miss

--

,

,

concerning the territory.

foya.

nearly over, and we must make room
for our stock of winter goods which will

is

$6.00

This filter Is designed lo screw on a faucet over a sink. Anyone can
attach it in a few minutei. The large faucet takes the place of the original
one to draw unfiltered wateri the small one is always ready with a good
supply of the fnest Filtered water to be had anywhere.
Ideal niters are the only ones which are absolutely

The New Mexican says that At
torney W. B. Bunker who left here
few days ago to attend the Elks' convention in Baltimore will visit the
states of Illinois, Iowa, Nebraska and
Kansas, in tbe interests of the bureau
of immigration.
Mr. Bunker took
with htm hundreds of copies of the
bulletins descriptive of the resources,
conditions, climate and mineral Indus
tries of each county of New Mexico,
which be will distribute where they
will do the most good. - He has a list
of over 100 business men residing In
various localities in those states, who
desire to come to New Mexico and
reside many of whom he will see dur
ing his trip and to whom he will give
and detailed Information
personal

Theodore Chacon and wife expect
to leave tomorrow for Trinidad to at- end the wedding of a cousin, Miss
Margarita Chacon and Mr. Frank Ta- -

-

Price Complete,

change bas occurred In the busi
ness management of tbe Hambliu
Brokerage company, which has done
business with headquarters in this
city for the past twenty years. Mr.
R. M. 81mm bas purchased the interest of J. E. Moore and will hereaf
ter be associated with Mr. Ed. Ham
blln, who bas long been known as
one of our most successful business
men.
Tbe I lam blln Brokerage com
pany has been so long a prominent
business factor In our city, tbat
has become an established institu
tion. Mr. Simmons is well equipped
for the work upon which he has en
tered. He has for many years past
been a commercial man, enjoying
large and favorable acquaintance with
the business people of New Mexico
and the surrounding country. He has
great faith in future of NewMexico and
the southwest, is a hustler of intense
activity and resource, and has come
to cast bis lot In our city and take
part in Its enterprises and business
life. The Optic extends the welcome
band and commends Mr. Simmons to
the favorable consideration of our
citizens, both socially and In a busi
ness way.

Harry P. Owen, clerk of the dis
trict court at Albuquerque, passed
through the city Saturday on bis way
to Alexandria, Ont, whete his young
son is reported seriously ill. Mrs.
Owen went to Ontario some weeks
ago on a visit to her parents, taking
her two children. Ono died soon af
ter she arrived, the other is said to
bo very low.

Summer Time

Filter No. 3.

A

and Mrs. William White and
Rosalie, Mr. and Mrs. Howell
Qlvens and Mr. Chas. Rogers drove
up to Bonito canyon yesterday for an
outing. About 3 o'clock In the afternoon tbelr siesta was Interrupted by
cloudburst which drove them to
the hills and submerged their camping ground to a depth of five feet In
fifteen minutes. The high waters do
leyed the home trip for three hours.

The Good Old

Self Scouring.
Stone Core.
Germ Proof

outrage. He was then a virtual pris
oner in tbe Vatican for many years.
Vet from, this retirement be has made
himself so at home in the affairs of
men, so necessary to the rulers of the
world, tbat no monarch receives great
er honor or wields more potent In
fluence.
All this bas appealed to tbe Italians,
and from fear and distrust have
sprung admiration and pride.
No reference to Leo XIII. is com
plete without a mention of bis efforts
in behalf of peace. No occasion bag
been omitted on his part to avoid war
and conciliate antagonism.
Such good officers are often unknown, but it Is certain that in count
less cases tbe efforts of the pope have
averted outbreaks of war between na
tion

Temperature yesterday, Maximum,
83; minimum, S3; mean, 68.
A party of fishermen,
Including
Messrs. Wallace OswalJ and Chris-tensewho drove out to Kroenigs
mkes on Saturday were prevented
from returning on scheduled time by
the heavy "alns up north and consePecos.
quent rise of the Arroyo
When they reached that capricious
stream yesterday afternoon singing,
only one more river to cross," their
song was drowned In the roar of the
rushing torrent. The only thing to
do was to camp tor the night until
the flood had subsided. But some of
Record the more impatient ones took a tie
pass and got In before nightfall.
Cor

Las Vegas Mm Makes High
In Horseshotrs' Journal of
Attorney George Hunker and wife
and the Vasee family, with their camp
rtipondence.
outfit and provisions, loaded themselves Into two wagons and a buggy
The
letter shows tbat
and started for tbe regions of the study is not confined to the profos
carriage bouse yesterday, where tbey slons; the trades as well have Incite
will enjoy tbe beauties of nature for ments to progress thnough mental
week.
effort.
It is pleading'; to learn that
Las .yegas bat progressive people in
The artist photographer Is one who all linea of labor.
puts expression Into the faces and
gracefulness Into tbe posing of bis Horsesboers' Journal of Correspond
ubjOcU, . end besides, neglects no
ence, Detroit, Mich., July 1903.
detail of lighting, composing and the
If. Lorenwn, Las Vegas, N. M.,
proper fiultli. At Walte's Sixth street
Dear Sir: The report of Exaruln
studio there is seen work tbat Illus- ere of too Hoineehoerr
Journal
trates theje points.
School of Correspondence has aecred
ited you with percentages on each of
Saturday, at 4. o'clock p. m., the one your papers si follows:
year and four months old child of Paraper 1, 91 per cent; Paper 2, 100
tricio Oonxalea, of.. i, Wagon Mound per cent; Taper 3, 95
per cent; Taper
editor of El Corobato, died quite sud
90 per cent; Paper 5, 100 per cont.
-- MrrnesaW brought the re- Total, 95 4 5
denly.
per cent.
mains Of bis treasured little one to
By the above showing you are entiLas Vega where tbe funeral was tled to certificate of
the school probcld jwwterdty. i Burial wu in tbe
viding you desire such and in accordnew CatfkoHe ctuUry near the any ance of order
appended.
""" "
I urn.
Very truly yours,
Tbe Horsesboers' School Journal of
Tbe climax of the second act of A
Correspondence.
Texas Steer is one of tbe most ludicrous and laughter . provoking ever
The program to have been deliverreseated on any stage. The Invest ed at the BumI
concert at Hot
twmnilt.Ue from Texas forget Springs Thursday evening will be givthe fact (Aa( they are In the great en on tomorrow evening.
city' if' Vafiiifetuiu'and nroceed to
hi
ZZZZX.imUV
F ' Texas Don Hilarlo lUmierc was this mornway. Jt's the greatest ever was. ing not 'expeWd to live through the
day.
Eea't saias It. July 2Mb.
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Walker's Ideal

AGED PONTIFF.

BAYARD.

Ladies'

n
Shirt

Waists,

are moving rapidly.

An elegant line of
Waist Sets at
and"

Shirt

25c, 30c, 5Gc

a great variety of.

NOVELTIES.

Our July
Clearing
Sale is in

1

?

t

Petticoats

Full Bloom.

and

Skirts

Also for this week

Ladies' atSlippers and Oxfords
Cheap
Will

sellnt

12 vnrds LoiiHdnle
12 yard Fruit of

.l.r0

2.QO

$1.00

$1.60

$2.25
$1.75

92.50
$2.00

$1.00

the Loom

15 yards Amoikeng tiliighani
20 yards Calico

l.OO
l.OO

.,

1,00

Don't miss this opportunity to get Bargains
tbat speak in a CLARION VOICE.

SIB 1

HIE

DAILY

OPTIC.

